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Abstract: Dogs were the first domestic animal, but little is known about their population history 
and to what extent it was linked to humans. We sequenced 27 ancient dog genomes and found 
that all dogs share a common ancestry distinct from present-day wolves, with limited gene flow 
from wolves since domestication, but substantial dog-to-wolf gene flow. By 11,000 years ago, at 
least five major ancestry lineages had diversified, demonstrating a deep genetic history of dogs 5 
during the Paleolithic. Co-analysis with human genomes reveals aspects of dog population 
history that mirror humans, including Levant-related ancestry in Africa and early agricultural 
Europe. Other aspects differ, including the impacts of steppe pastoralist expansions in West- and 
East Eurasia, and a complete turnover of Neolithic European dog ancestry. 
 10 
One Sentence Summary: Ancient dog genomes reveal no evidence for multiple origins but an 
early diversification, followed by a genetic history that both mirrors and differs from humans. 
 
Main text: Wolves were the first animal with which humans formed a mutualistic relationship, 
eventually giving rise to dogs. While there is little consensus regarding when (1–9), where (2, 8–15 
13), and how many times (1, 8, 9, 14) domestication took place, the archaeological (9, 15) record 
attests to a long-term and close relationship to humans (9, 16–18). Modern dog genomes have 
revealed a complex population structure (5, 8, 10, 12, 19, 20), but because only six ancient dog 
and wolf genomes are currently available (4, 9, 14, 21), the process by which this structure 
emerged remains largely unknown. 20 
 
Previous mitochondrial DNA (22–29) and genomic (9, 14, 21) studies have suggested an 
association between the genetic signatures of dogs and their archeological context. However, dog 
and human genomes have not been quantitatively co-analyzed to assess the degree to which the 
population history of dogs was linked to that of humans—or may have been decoupled as a result 25 
of trade, human preference for particular types of dogs, variation in infectious disease 
susceptibility, or dogs moving between human groups. 
 
To reconstruct dog population history we sequenced 27 ancient dog genomes up to 10,900 years 
old from Europe, the Near East and Siberia (table S1) to a median of 1.5-fold coverage (range 30 
0.1-11X) (Fig. 1A, table S2; (30)). To test the association with human population history, we 
compiled 17 sets of human genome-wide data (30) that matched the age, geographic location and 
cultural contexts of the ancient dogs (table S4), and directly compared genetic relationships 
within the two species.  
 35 
Global dog population structure has its origins in the Pleistocene 
To characterize the global population structure of ancient and modern dogs, we applied principal 
component analysis (PCA) to a matrix of all possible f4-statistics (30), alleviating differences in 
error rates and missing data. This approach recapitulates a major east-west axis of dog ancestry 
(PC1) (8, 9, 12), in which the western extreme comprises modern and ancient western Eurasian 40 
dogs and modern African dogs (Fig. 1B). The eastern extreme is represented by pre-contact 
North American dogs (21), three 7 ky dogs from Lake Baikal in Siberia, and modern East Asian 
dogs including New Guinea Singing Dogs and Australian dingoes. Similar results were obtained 




All ancient and modern European dogs have greater affinity to eastern dog ancestry than ancient 
Near Eastern dogs have in f4-tests (fig. S3), despite the overall east-west axis on PC1. Ancient 
European dogs are also distributed widely across a genetic cline between the East Eurasian and 
ancient Near Eastern dogs, which furthermore manifests as a linear cline along the diagonal 
when contrasting shared genetic drift with Baikal dogs and Levantine (Israel, 7kya) dogs using 50 
outgroup-f3 statistics (Fig. 1C). Simulations indicate that this linear, diagonal cline is difficult to 
explain with long-standing continuous gene flow or a tree-like history, but instead suggest that 
the history of Mesolithic and Neolithic European dogs was marked by a major admixture episode 
(Fig. 1D) (30). 
 55 
We modeled the genetic history underlying dog population structure for five populations that 
represent major ancestries, and tested all 135,285 possible admixture graph models with up to 
two admixture events (30). One model uniquely fits the data, and features the Mesolithic 
Karelian dog (10.9 kya) as having received part of its ancestry from a lineage related to eastern 
dogs, and part from the Levantine lineage (Fig. 1E) (two highly similar models nearly fit, fig. 60 
S4). The model can be extended to feature the earliest Neolithic European dog (7 kya)(14) as a 
mixture of the Karelian and the Levantine branches without loss of fit (fig S5), supporting the 
dual ancestry model for European dogs suggested by the ancient ancestry cline (Fig. 1C). The 
observed phylogenetic structure implies that all five ancestry lineages (Neolithic Levant, 
Mesolithic Karelia, Mesolithic Baikal, ancient America, New Guinea Singing dog) must have 65 
existed by 10.9kya (the radiocarbon date of the Karelian dog), and thus most likely prior to the 
transition from the Pleistocene to the Holocene epoch ~11.6 kya.  
 
No detectable evidence for multiple dog origins or extensive gene flow from wild canids 
Studies have suggested that wolf populations in Europe (3, 11), the Middle East (12), Central 70 
Asia (10), Siberia (31), and East Asia (2, 8), or more than one of these (9), contributed to early 
dog diversity. One study, however, demonstrated that modern wolves and dogs are reciprocally 
monophyletic, and suggested bidirectional gene flow (5). We corroborated that gene flow must 
have occurred by identifying widespread asymmetries between dogs in their affinity to wolves 
(Fig. 2A,B, fig S7). However, the gene flow was likely largely unidirectional from dogs into 75 
wolves, since we also identified some gray wolves that are symmetrically related to all modern 
and ancient dogs (Fig. 2C). Past gene flow from wolves into specific dog populations would 
have manifested as an affinity to any member of the modern gray wolf lineage in these tests, so 
our results suggest that persistent gene flow into dogs has been so limited as to be undetectable at 
the current resolution of the data. Furthermore, this result is consistent with a scenario in which 80 
all dogs derive from a single ancient, now extinct wolf population, or possibly multiple closely 
related wolf populations. While it is still possible that other, thus far unsampled ancient wolf 
populations were independently involved in early domestication (3, 9, 31), our data indicate that 
they did not contribute substantially to later dogs. 
 85 
In contrast to the lack of wolf admixture into dogs, we identified dog admixture into almost all 
analyzed present-day wolves (Fig. 2B), with the strongest signals typically coming from dogs 
into geographically proximate wolf populations in Europe, the Near East and East Asia (fig S7). 
We also replicated affinities between ancient American dogs and Coyotes (21), and between 
African dogs and African Golden Wolves (32), though the direction of gene flow in both cases is 90 
unclear, and the small magnitude is unlikely to impact most analyses of dog relationships (table 
 
3 
S5). We did not find genome-wide evidence for gene flow from Tibetan wolves into Tibetan 
dogs, despite evidence for wolf ancestry locally around the EPAS1 gene associated with 
adaptation to altitude (33, 34). Dogs thus do not show similar evidence of wild introgression that 
has been found in pigs, goats, horses, sheep and cattle (35–40). 95 
 
Assessing the relationship between dog and human population histories 
We next quantitatively compared the population relationships observed in dogs with those of 
humans. First, using Procrustes rotation to align f4-PCA results obtained on dog and human 
genomes matched in time and space (Fig. 3A; (30)), we find that the population structures of the 100 
two species resemble each other (Procrustes correlation = 0.48, p = 0.043). However, there are 
also several cases where the matched dogs and humans cluster in different parts of the PCA 
space. The greatest differences (Fig. 3B) are observed for Chalcolithic Iran, in which the human 
population is different from the Neolithic Levant (41, 42) but the dogs in the two regions are 
similar. In Neolithic Germany and Ireland, the humans are more shifted towards the Levant (43, 105 
44) but the dogs are shifted towards Northern European hunter-gatherer contexts. In the Bronze 
Age Steppe and in Corded Ware Germany, the humans are shifted away from the Neolithic 
European cluster (45, 46) in a manner not seen in dogs. 
 
Second, we evaluated if the admixture graph topologies that best fit the data for one species 110 
could also explain population relationships of the other. Though we found no graphs that fit the 
data perfectly for both species, graphs that fit, or nearly fit dogs rank among the 0.8-2.8% top 
scoring graphs in the human search, and graphs that fit humans rank among the 0.007-1.2% top 
scoring graphs in the dog search (Fig. 3C, fig. S9). However, we note that this analysis does not 
take into account the different time depth of the two species’ population histories: the >40kya 115 
divergence of human East- and West Eurasian ancestries (47) is significantly older than the 
earliest appearance of dog morphology in the fossil record, conservatively dated to 14.5kya (48) 
though older (3, 31), disputed specimens (49, 50), have been claimed. 
 
Third, we found that the sign (positive or negative) of f4-statistics in dogs match the sign in 120 
humans in 71% of 31,878 tests (null expectation 50%) across 24 matched dog-human pairs, 
although this decreases to 58% when restricted to dogs and humans from Europe. We identified 
specific f4-statistics that exemplify both concordance and discrepancy between the species (Fig. 
3D). While it is not known what degree of concordance would be expected between the histories 
of two species based on biogeographical factors alone, the results of these three analyses 125 
demonstrate that ancestry relationships in dogs and humans share overall features, but are not 
identical over space and time, and there are several cases where they must have been decoupled. 
 
Recurrent population histories 
One notable example of concordance is that both humans and dogs in East Asia are closer to 130 
European than to Near Eastern populations, which in both humans (43) and our best-fitting graph 
(Fig. 1E) is best modelled by European ancestry being a mixture of ancestry related to the Near 
East and East Asia. However, the divergence of Near Eastern 'Basal Eurasian' ancestry in 
humans was likely >45 kya (43), suggesting that dog population dynamics may have mimicked 
earlier processes in humans. A second example is that all European dogs have a stronger affinity 135 
towards American and Siberian dogs than they have to New Guinea singing dogs, which likely 
represent a type of unadmixed East Asian dog ancestry, mirroring a circumpolar affinity between 
 
4 
humans in Europe and the Americas (51) (Fig. 3D). Human groups at Lake Baikal 24-18kya had 
western Eurasian origins and contributed to Native American ancestry (51), but were largely 
replaced by the Holocene (52). Though the dogs at Lake Baikal dated to 7kya constitute a similar 140 
link between the Americas and Europe (Fig. 1C,E), they do so >10ky later (Fig. 3D). Thus, 
shared circumpolar ancestry through northern Eurasia is an important feature of both human and 
dog population structures, though this did likely not result from the same migration episodes. 
 
Neolithic expansion into Europe 145 
Ancient human genomes have revealed a major ancestry transformation associated with the 
expansion of Neolithic agriculturalists from the Near East into Europe (43, 45, 53), and a study 
of ancient dog mitochondria suggested they were accompanied by dogs (27). We hypothesized 
that the genomic ancestry cline we observe across ancient European dogs (Fig. 1C) could be, at 
least in part, due to admixture between dogs associated with Mesolithic hunter-gatherers and 150 
incoming Neolithic farmers. Three observations support this: first, the hypothesized hunter-
gatherer end of the cline is occupied by the 10.9kBP Mesolithic Karelian dog, and dogs from a 
4.8kBP hunter-gatherer Pitted Ware Culture site in Sweden. Second, relative to the Swedish 
hunter-gatherer dogs, a contemporaneous dog from a Swedish Neolithic agricultural context is 
shifted towards the Levantine end of the cline, mirroring humans at the same sites (41, 53, 54) 155 
(Fig. 3A,D; fig. S10D). Third, Neolithic Levantine affinity increases towards the south 
(p=0.0196, linear regression), consistent with a range expansion alongside Neolithic human 
groups. While dogs clearly associated with Mesolithic continental 'Western hunter-gatherer' (43) 
human groups have yet to be identified, our results suggest that such dogs would have strong 
affinity towards the Siberian end of the European cline. Overall, these results indicate that the 160 
Neolithic expansion of farmers into Europe was also associated with an ancestry transformation 
for dogs. 
 
Increased copy number of the AMY2B gene, involved in starch digestion, has been linked to 
dietary adaptations of dogs during the agricultural transition (6, 55, 56). The paralogous AMY1 165 
gene has been under adaptive evolution in humans (57), though this does not seem clearly linked 
to agriculture (58). We observe low copy numbers in dogs from human hunter-gatherer contexts 
(Fig. 4), although the Mesolithic Karelian dog may already have possessed an elevated number 
relative to wolves. Several Neolithic dogs have as many copies as present-day dogs, as early as 
in 5.8 ky old Iranian and 6 ky old Spanish dogs, but others display low numbers (14, 56), e.g. the 170 
7 ky Levantine individual. These results suggest that selection for increased AMY2B copy 
number did not take place during the early stages of domestication, and in contrast to humans 
(58) was not advanced in Mesolithic hunter-gatherer contexts, but was variable in early 
agricultural populations and did not become widespread until several thousand years after the 
first appearance of starch-rich agricultural lifestyles. 175 
 
Africa and the Near East 
The clustering of modern African dogs with ancient dogs from the Levant and Iran, especially 
the oldest individual dating to 7 kya, suggests a Near Eastern origin (Fig. 1B,C, fig. S2). Western 
(Anatolia and the Levant) and eastern (Zagros mountains of Iran) human groups in the Fertile 180 
Crescent were highly genetically differentiated (41), and the western groups were the primary 
source of gene flow into Europe and Africa (41, 59) during the Neolithic. A source of African 
dog ancestry from the Levant (7kya) is a better fit than Iran (5.8kya) (Fig. 5A), mirroring the 
 
5 
human history, as well as that of cattle (40). In contrast, we are unable to distinguish whether the 
Levant or Iran is the better source for Neolithic dog ancestry in Europe. Our results suggest a 185 
single origin of sub-Saharan African dogs from the Levant (Fig. 5B), with limited gene flow 
from outside the continent until the past few hundred years. 
 
In contrast to Africa, the 7kya Neolithic Levantine population does not appear to have 
contributed much, if any, ancestry to present-day dogs in the Near East. Instead, 2.3 ky old dogs 190 
in the Levant can be modelled as having 81% Iran-related and 19% Neolithic Europe-related 
ancestry (Data S1). By this time in the Levant, there was also human gene flow from Iran (41) 
and transient gene flow from Europe (60). However, our results suggest a more complete 
replacement of dog ancestry in the Levant by 2.3 kya (Fig. 5B). Later, modern Near Eastern dogs 
are best modelled as mixtures of the 2.3 ky Levantine and modern European sources (Data S1). 195 
 
Steppe pastoralist expansions 
Expansions of steppe pastoralists associated with the Yamnaya and Corded Ware cultures into 
Late Neolithic and Bronze Age Europe transformed the ancestry of human populations (43, 45, 
46). To test if dog ancestry was similarly affected, we analyzed a 3.8 ky old dog from the eastern 200 
European steppe associated with the Bronze Age Srubnaya culture. While its ancestry resembles 
that of western European dogs (Fig. 1C, fig. S10), it is an outlier in the center of PC1-PC2 space 
(Fig. 1B). A Corded Ware-associated dog (4.7kya) from Germany, hypothesized to have steppe 
ancestry (14), can be modelled as deriving 51% of its ancestry from a source related to the 
Srubnaya steppe dog, and the rest from a Neolithic European source ((30); Data S1). We obtain 205 
similar results for a Bronze Age Swedish dog (45%; 3.1kya), but not a Bronze Age Italian dog 
(4kya). 
 
Despite this potential link between the steppe and the Corded Ware dog, most later European 
dogs display no particular affinity to the Srubnaya dog. Modern European dogs instead cluster 210 
with Neolithic European dogs (Fig. 1B), and do not mirror the lasting ancestry shift seen in 
humans after the pastoralist expansion (Fig. 3A). While earlier and additional steppe dog 
genomes are needed to better understand this process, the relative continuity between Neolithic 
and present-day individuals suggests that the arrival of steppe pastoralists did not result in 
persistent large-scale shifts in the ancestry of European dogs. 215 
 
Although steppe pastoralists also expanded east, they do not appear to have contributed much 
ancestry to present-day people in East Asia (46, 52). Many modern Chinese dogs display 
unambiguous evidence (negative f3 tests (30)) of being the product of admixture between a 
population related to the New Guinea Singing Dog (and the Australian Dingo) and a West 220 
Eurasian-related population (table S6). A recent study also found a mitochondrial turnover in 
Chinese dogs in the last few thousand years (61). The best-fitting models involve ancestry from 
modern European breeds, but also substantial contributions from the 3.8k BP Srubnaya steppe 
dog (Fig. 5A, Data S1). Some populations, especially those in Siberia, additionally require a 
fourth source related to the 7ky old Lake Baikal dogs, but no or minimal New Guinea Singing 225 
Dog-related ancestry. Our results thus raise the possibility that the eastward migrations of steppe 





Later homogenization of dog ancestry in Europe 230 
The extensive range of ancestry diversity among early European dogs is not preserved today, as 
modern European dogs are all symmetrically related to the ancient dogs in our dataset (Fig. 1C, 
fig. S13, Data S1, (30)). This suggests little to no contribution of most local Mesolithic and 
Neolithic populations to present-day diversity in Europe. Instead, we found that a single dog 
from a Neolithic megalithic context dated to 5 kya at the Frälsegården site in southwestern 235 
Sweden can be modelled as a single-source proxy for 90-100% of the ancestry of most modern 
European dogs, to the exclusion of all other ancient dogs (fig. S13, Data S1). This implies that a 
population with ancestry similar to this individual, but not necessarily originating in Scandinavia, 
replaced other populations and erased the continent-wide genetic cline (Fig 5B). This ancestry 
was in the middle of the cline (Fig 1C), such that present-day European dogs can be modelled as 240 
about equal proportions of Karelian and Levantine-related ancestries (54% and 46% respectively, 
for German Shepherd using the admixture graph (Fig 1E)). 
 
The Frälsegården dog is also favored as a partial ancestry source for a 4ky old Bronze Age dog 
from Italy, a 1.5ky old dog from Turkey and Byzantine and Medieval, but not earlier dogs in the 245 
Levant (Data S1), providing some constraints on the timing of this ancestry expansion. 
However, the circumstances that initiated or facilitated the homogenization of dog ancestry in 
Europe from a narrow subset of that present in the European Neolithic, including the 
phenomenal phenotypic diversity and genetic differentiation of modern breeds (12, 19, 20) (Fig. 
1C), remain unknown. 250 
 
More recently, this modern European ancestry has dispersed globally, and today is a major 
component of most dog populations worldwide (Fig. 5A). Our ancestry models, however, reveal 
that some pre-colonial ancestry does survive in breeds such as the Mexican Chihuahua (~4%) 
and Xoloitzcuintli (~3%), and the South African Rhodesian Ridgeback (~4%) (Data S1).  255 
 
Discussion 
The diversification of at least five dog ancestry lineages by the onset of the Holocene was 
followed by a dynamic population history that in many ways tracked that of humans, likely 
reflecting how dogs migrated alongside human groups. However, in several instances, these 260 
histories do not align, suggesting that humans also dispersed without dogs, dogs moved between 
human groups, or that dogs were cultural and/or economic trade commodities. 
 
Certain aspects of genetic relationships between dog populations, such as an east-west Eurasian 
differentiation, circumpolar connections, and possible basal lineages in the Near East, resemble 265 
features of human population history that were established before the earliest estimated dates of 
dog domestication. This superficial mirroring between the species may therefore instead point to 
recurrent population dynamics, due to biogeographic or anthropological factors that remain to be 
understood. A key question is how dogs spread across Eurasia and the Americas by the 
Holocene, since no major human population movements have been identified after the initial out-270 
of-Africa expansion that could have driven this global dispersal. 
 
We find that the modern and ancient genomic data are consistent with a single origin for dogs, 
though a scenario involving multiple closely related wolf populations remains possible.  
However, in our view, the geographical origin of dogs remains unknown. Previously suggested 275 
 
7 
points of origin based upon present-day patterns of genomic diversity (2, 8, 10) or affinities to 
modern wolf populations (12) are sensitive to the obscuring effects of more recent population 
dynamics and gene flow. Ultimately, integrating DNA from dogs and wolves even older than 
those analyzed here with archaeology, anthropology, ethology and other disciplines, is needed to 






Figure 1. Genomic structure of dogs dates to the Pleistocene. A) Sampling locations of 
ancient dogs. B) Principal components analysis on all possible f4-statistics among ancient dogs 285 
(gray) and a selection of worldwide modern dogs. C) Outgroup f3-statistics reveal a cline of 
Levant versus Baikal (horizontal and vertical axes, respectively) related ancestry across ancient 
west Eurasian dogs, but not among modern European dogs. D) Coalescent simulations 
demonstrating that a diagonal f3-cline as in panel C is consistent with an admixture event, but 
less so with continuous gene flow and not with phylogenetic structure alone. E) An admixture 290 
graph that fits all f4-statistics between major dog lineages. The European dog was grafted onto 





Fig. 2. All detectable gene flow is consistent with being unidirectional from dogs into wolf 295 
populations. A) Illustration of asymmetry tests (f4-statistics) comparing 35 Eurasian gray wolves 
to all pairs of 66 ancient and modern dogs. B) Selected results using Coyote as outgroup. C) A 
wolf from Xinjiang, western China, is not closer to some dog populations than to others, as the 
test statistics are consistent with being normally distributed around 0 (the quantile-quantile plot 
includes all 66 dogs). If there was a substantial gene flow from some wolf population into some 300 





Figure 3. Quantitative comparisons between dog and human population genomic structure. 
A) Principal components analysis on all possible f4-statistics on ancient dogs (blue), overlaid 305 
through Procrustes transformation by the corresponding analysis performed on ancient humans 
matched in time, space, and cultural context to the dogs (green). Dashed lines connect each 
matched pair. B) Euclidian residuals between the Procrustes-rotated human and dog coordinates. 
C) The three admixture graphs that fit for one species and provide the smallest error for the 
other. Scatter plots show absolute Z-scores for the difference between observed and predicted f4-310 
statistics. D) Examples of f4-statistics that reveal similarities and differences between humans 





Figure 4. Expansion of copy number in the AMY2B pancreatic amylase gene largely 315 
occurred after the transition to agriculture. Ancient dogs are plotted against their age, with 
blue color indicating dogs from likely hunter-gatherer human contexts. Bars denote 95% 
binomial confidence intervals around the ratio of the number of reads mapping to the copy 




Figure 5. Ancestry of global dogs today. A) For each present-day population, the ancestry 
proportions estimated by the best-fitting qpAdm model, restricted to models containing up to four 
of seven selected sources, are displayed. Populations for which a single component accounts for 
≥98% of the ancestry are collapsed to smaller circles. B) Illustrations of inferred population 
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Materials and Methods 
 
Archaeological samples and context 
 
Greece (sample ID: OL4222). Of the 9 bone and tooth specimens selected from the faunal 
assemblages of the caves Pighes Koromilias in Western Macedonia, Oinoi IV in Attica, Aghia 
Triada in Euboea, Kouveleiki I in the Peloponnese, Nymphs at Vonitsa and tell Imbrou Pighadi 
both in central Greece, only a left mandibular fragment found at the sediments of the Skoteini 
Cave (A12, T6) in central Euboea Island had more than 25% endogenous DNA which was 
enough to sequence more deeply in order to generate a whole genome. 
 
The Skoteini cave was occupied from the beginning of the Late Neolithic I until the 3rd century 
AD, though a coin pointed to the 6th c. AD. However, the most intensive use of the cavity 
occurred for 2000 years in the Late Neolithic cultural sequence (5300/5200-3300/3200 BC) as 
evidenced by several earth-beaten floors in close succession and the systematic practice of 
storage, clearly shown by the hundreds of sherds from pithoi and the great number of carbonized 
seeds (62). The dog analyzed in this study (OL4222) lived between 4689 and 4500 (probability 
95.4%) cal BC (calibration: courtesy Y. Facorellis, University of West Attica), a span of time 
which, according to the excavator, corresponds to the LN Ib phase. 
 
The skeletal remains of domestic dog were very scanty in the cave assemblages (total NISP = 72 
out of 17,927 total bone remains), most of the bones were from adult individuals and a total of 
five bones bore cut marks. The richest deposit has been found in Late Neolithic Ib layers: there 
were at least 4 dogs, represented by 4 left ulnae (63). The size of the dogs, as estimated from 
wither's height of individuals from Sitagroi, east Macedonia (during the 4600-3500 phase) can be 
considered medium, with an average of 43.20cm.  
 
Iran (sample ID: AL2571). Tepe Qela Gap (also known as Ghala Gap) in Lurestan Province 
was excavated in 2009 by M. Abdollahi and A. Sardari, aiming to establish the chronological 
sequence for the Azna Plain located in the eastern part of Central Zagros Mountain which had 
been scarcely studied archaeologically until now (64–66). The excavation revealed a sequence of 
occupations from Late Neolithic, Chalcolithic, Bronze, Iron Age and Parthian periods. 
Considering the ecological diversity surrounding the plain, Tepe Qela Gap seems to have been 
an ideal place for the settlement of permanent villages but could also have been suitable for 
nomadic and semi-nomadic people. The faunal spectra of Qela Gap from different periods 
(approximately 6500 specimens), indicates that domesticated sheep/goat and cattle were the 
major source of animal resources. Among the carnivore remains (26 specimens, 0.4%), a 
complete cranium of Canis familiaris along with some pieces of cervical vertebra from the 
Middle chalcolithic period (1388_RN1328) was discovered (sample AL2571). On the basis of 
archaeological evidence, in particular the absence of permanent architecture, with ovens, 
fireplaces and plastered or paved floors that are present during the Bronze Age, a mobile type of 
settlement cannot be ruled out for this site during the Neolithic and Chalcolithic. This is also 
confirmed by the absence of the very young animals in the kill-off pattern for these periods.  
  
Italy (sample ID: AL2397). The sampled specimen is an almost complete right hemimandible 
that is missing a small portion of the incisor area and is referable to as an adult individual. It 
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comes from excavations carried out in the first half of the past century in the caves of Belverde 
di Cetona and is preserved in the collections of the laboratory of Bioarchaeology of the Museum 
of Civilizations in Rome (67). It dates back to the Bronze Age, which in central-northern Italy 
lasted from roughly 2,300 to 1,700 BC, (~4,300-3700 BP). The specimen is part of a collection 
of skulls and mandibles that has attested to the presence at Belverde, in the Italian Bronze Age, 
of dogs that varied greatly in size, ranging from small to medium to large. The mandibles in this 
collection have a range of variability between 112-148 mm; the hemimandible sampled in this 
study falls into the medium-large dog category. 
 
Turkey (sample ID: AL2022) dog. The Turkish dog analyzed dates to the Byzantine period and 
was found at the Yenikapı site in Istanbul. Remains from a large number of animals of a variety 
of species have been recovered at this site, which was likely used as a harbor (68–70).  
 
Karelia / Veretye (sample ID: OL4061). The Veretye (Веретьё) (a.k.a. Veret’ye) culture 
derives its name from the Veretye 1 site. It is located in Arkhangelsk Province, northern 
European Russia, on the bank of Kinema River ca. 1 km from its mouth; the river flows to the 
Lake Lacha. The excavated area is ca. 1470 m2. The site has a single cultural component 
associated with the Mesolithic epoch (71, 72). Planigraphically, there are remains of dwellings 
and other structures (of everyday life use), and scattered artefacts. Cultural material is located in 
oxygen-free peat layers (wetland site), and the preservation of bones, antlers and other perishable 
materials (wood, birch bark, and plant fibres) is generally very good. Material culture is 
represented by a large set of stone tools used for making items for hunting, fishing, and 
woodworking. Numerous tools made of bone, antler, and wood are also present. No pottery has 
been found. 
 
The chronology of the Veretye 1 site is based on 14C dates obtained on different materials from 
the cultural layer: a) charcoal: 9600 ± 80 BP (Le-1469), 9050 ± 80 BP (GIN-4031), 8560 ± 120 
BP (GIN-2452), 8520 ± 80 BP (GIN-4030), 8270 ± 100 BP (Le-1470), and 7960 ± 100 BP (Le-
1471); b) antler: 9370 ± 80 BP (GIN-4833) and 8340 ± 120 BP (GIN-4832); and c) wood: 8750 
± 70 BP (Le-1472), 8550 ± 130 BP (GIN-2452), and 7700 ± 80 BP (Le-1773) (72). According to 
ref. (71) the 14C dates on charcoal and worked wood of ca. 9600–8550 BP are the most closely 
associated with the cultural component. 
 
Bones and skulls of 42 dogs were found at the Veretye 1 site, and it constitutes 12.6% of total 
animal bones from this site (72). The direct 14C date of the dog tooth from the Veretye 1 site used 
for DNA extraction (sample OL4061) is 9575 ± 50 BP (OxA-36900), corresponding to calendar 
age of 10,780–11,080 cal BP (with ±1 sigma; using IntCal13 dataset); the median value is ca. 
10,930 cal BP. 
 
Sweden (sample IDs: C62, C88, C89, C90, C94). The sample C88 (archaeological ID 
FNR139434) is from the site of Frälsegården, Gökhem, Västergötland, Sweden, with a 
Funnelbeaker culture context. The sample is a tooth bead made from an I3 tooth, found in a 
passage grave used by the Funnelbeaker culture. It is contextually dated to ca 5000 cal BP based 




The samples C89 and C90 are from the Ajvide site, Gotland, Sweden, with a Pitted Ware Culture 
context. Both samples are mandibles found in the cultural layer of the Pitted Ware Culture 
settlement (and burial ground) site, and contextually dated to c. 4900-4500 cal BP. Further 
details on C89: archaeological ID AJCAN6 (alternative ID GMM, No AJV-1), cultural layer, 
FID31524, X2.73; y-136.4; z12.25, layer III, recovered in 1996, mandible from left side was 
present, canine tooth was sampled. Further details on C90: archaeological ID AJCAN4 
(alternative ID GMM No. AJV-4), cultural layer, X10.65; y-145.9; z 12.29. layer II, recovered in 
1994, both mandibles were found together but no cranium was found in the same context, canine 
tooth was sampled. 
 
The sample C94 (archaeological ID SKJH5) is from the cave site Stora Förvar on the island 
Stora Karlsö, Gotland, Sweden, with a late Neolithic context. The sample is a humerus (upper 
arm bone) recovered in layer 5 of section H (H5), a layer containing finds from the late stone 
age, but without a strict chronological separation of finds from younger periods. The bone was 
radiocarbon dated to 3680±30, Beta-440527, δ 13C -20,3, δ15N 8.3. Calibrated age 4140-3925 cal 
BP. 
 
The sample C62 (archaeological ID F91916) is a tooth sample (Canine, mandible, dx) from a 
Bronze Age settlement site at Apalle, Övergran, Uppland, Sweden. The jaw was found just 
outside the northern wall of one of the largest longhouses at the settlement. Possibly it was 
deposited in the wall during the construction of the house. Both the jaw and the house have been 
radiocarbon dated to the period between 3339-2885 cal BP (2 sigma), Ua 8826, 2945 ± 75 BP. δ 
13C, -19,6 (74, 75). 
 
Lake Baikal (sample IDs: OL4223, C26, C27). The Pad’ Kalashnikova site is located on the 
Angara River downstream of Lake Baikal in Siberia. The first specimen analyzed for this study 
(sample C26), a rib, was taken from a complete dog skeleton excavated in the 1950s from a dog 
burial (a grave) in pit #1. A portion of the rib has been directly AMS radiocarbon dated to 6122 
+/- 31 (Ox23910) (76). The dog is assigned to the Early Neolithic cultural period, which in 
Eastern Siberia refers to hunter-gatherer populations that utilized pottery and ground stone 
implements. To be consistent with other archaeological terminology used here, it is referred to in 
the text as a Mesolithic dog. The second Pad’ Kalashnikova sample (sample OL4223) came from 
whole dog skeleton buried (a grave) in pit #2, also excavated in the 1950s. A rib from the 
skeleton was directly AMS radiocarbon dated to 6075 +/- 32 (Ox23911), also placing it in the 
Early Neolithic (in this study Mesolithic) period (76). Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope 
analysis revealed that both dogs had diets rich in freshwater protein, likely Angara River fish 
(76). 
 
Shamanka II is an Early Neolithic (i.e. Mesolithic) hunter-gatherer cemetery on the south shore 
of Lake Baikal. A whole dog skeleton found in 2005 within grave #26 was sampled for this study 
(sample C27). The grave also contained disarticulated human remains. A vertebra from the dog 
skeleton was directly AMS radiocarbon dated to 6430 +/- 35 (Ox20561) (77). Stable carbon and 
nitrogen isotope analysis indicates that the dog had a diet rich in protein from freshwater sources, 




Spain (sample ID: OL4029). Marizulo cave is located in Urnieta (Gipuzkoa, Basque Country). 
In 1961 M. Laborde explored the cave and the same year J.M. Merino made a test pit, then 
between 1962 and 1967 J.M. Barandiarán carried out extensive excavations. At the base of Layer 
I, in the square 11C, a human burial was found. It contained a young male adult, along with an 
almost fully preserved adult middle-sized dog (Canis familiaris) a 3 month’s old lamb (Ovis 
aries) and several Eneolithic cultural remains (78, 79). This Layer contained 271 
archaeozoological remains (NISP) of wild fauna (Cervus elaphus, Capreolus capreolus, Sus 
scrofa, Capra pyrenaica, Meles meles, Martes martes and Felis sylvestris) and 107 remains 
(NISP) of domestic animals (Canis familiaris, Ovis aries and Ovicapridae). Most of them, except 
for the bones associated with the burial, show traces of butchery and burning (80). The grave 
context was dated by 14C (5285 ± 65uncalBP GrN 5992), and a recent re-dating (present study) 
specifically dated dog remains (Canis familiaris) (5390 ± 34uncalBP OxA-36895 D012576). 
 
Serbia (sample ID: AL2946). Pločnik is a Late Neolithic site located 19 km west of the town of 
Prokuplje in southern Serbia. Based on its unique and abundant ceramic finds the late phase of 
the Vinča culture was named after Pločnik. Besides numerous copper artefacts, traces of early 
metallurgical activity are found across the settlement deposit, as well as the unique find for the 
central Balkans of an in situ metallurgical workshop for casting and/or repair of metal tools. This 
settlement was occupied for c. 600 years, between 5200 and 4650/4600 cal BCE. The estimated 
settlement size is c. 30 ha (which refers to the size of the uppermost cultural layer), with a c. 3.6 
m thick cultural layer. However, a total of only c. 0.2 ha was explored so far, even though the 
site has very long tradition of archaeological excavations. It has been excavated in several 
campaigns since its discovery in 1926 (81–87). The latest excavations were conducted in 2012-
2013 as a part of the UK’s AHRC-funded project “Rise of Metallurgy in Eurasia”, and the main 
goal was to understand the role of early metallurgy in the everyday life of Pločnik inhabitants, 
and beyond, within the Vinča culture. During the most recent excavation campaigns a large 
amount of animal remains (TNF=12868) was discovered, recorded and analyzed. Domestic cattle 
remains dominate the assemblage (NISP=4000) with sheep and goat (taken together) the second 
most numerous taxon, followed by domestic pig, while red deer was the most abundant hunted 
species. Dog remains comprise 1.5% of the Pločnik assemblage (NISP=61). The dog specimen, a 
left mandible (AL2946), analyzed in this study was found in feature 22 (daub concentration – 
possible part of collapsed oven), layer 16, at the relative depth of 1.8 m. The feature belongs to 
the third horizon (Vinča C/Gradac I) of the Pločnik site. The Pločnik dog specimen was directly 
dated to 6930-6747 cal BP. 
 
Srubnaya steppe (sample ID: C5). The Bronze Age steppe dog sequenced here (sample C5) 
comes from a site known as Krasnosamarskoe, located close to the city of Samara, and 
associated with the Srubnaya culture. A large number of canid remains, mostly from male 
individuals, have been found at this site. The remains show evidence of unusual butchering 
patterns and likely consumption by humans, suggesting they might have been ritually sacrificed 
(88). The site has been dated to between 1900 and 1700 BCE based on radiocarbon dating of 
multiple human and animal bones (88). 
 
Tel Hreiz, Israel (sample ID: THRZ02). Tel Hreiz is located off the Carmel coast of northern 
Israel. It is one of fifteen sedentary agro-pastoral-fishing villages, dated to the late Pottery 
Neolithic (PN), 8th millennium BP, Wadi Rabah culture. These settlements were inundated by 
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post-glacial sea level rise and currently lie at depths of 0-5 m. Finds from Tel Hreiz include 
architectural remains–partially preserved stone-built rectangular and rounded structures, 
concentrations of wooden poles (possibly huts), and recently, a submerged seawall built to 
protect the village from the rising sea. In addition, abundant flint, wood and bone artefacts were 
found as well as ground stone vessels, pottery, waterlogged plant remains including hundreds of 
olive pits, human burials, and fauna - primarily representing domestic herd animals, as well as 
the dogs sampled for this study. The biometry of the dogs has been described by Dayan and 
Galili (89) and more recently by Horwitz et al. (90) who noted their rounded skull and relatively 
short nasal area, making them similar to local pariah dogs rather than sighthounds like the 
Saluki. 
 
Tel Gezer, Israel (sample ID: TGEZ06). The site is an ancient mound located in the foothills 
of the Judean hills, overlooking the coastal plain of central Israel (Shephelah) some 8 km 
southeast of the modern city of Ramla. Excavations at the site have been undertaken by several 
different teams since 1902 (91), the most recent led by Steven Ortiz and Samuel Wolff (92). The 
mound has yielded a rich corpus of remains spanning the Late Chalcolithic to the Roman period 
with peak occupations in the Middle Bronze, Late Bronze and Iron Ages. Five of the eight dogs 
recovered during the recent excavations were sampled for this study. With the exception of one 
dog, dated to the Iron Age II which was found in a fill beneath a large 9th century BC wall, all 
derive from a three-roomed Hellenistic building in an area within the structure measuring 10 x 
5m. None of the dogs were accompanied by burial goods or associated with any specific 
architectural features, and all were interred directly in undistinguished fills or simple pits dug 
into the earth and so resemble other clusters of “dog burials” reported from numerous Iron Age 
II, Hellenistic and Persian period sites from the southern Levant. Numerous hypotheses have 
been offered to account for these burials, since they are usually complete, in anatomical 
articulation, lie on their side with flexed limbs, include both sexes and various age groups, but 
lack signs of disease or butchery. In terms of their morphology, as described by Horwitz et al. 
(90), the Gezer dogs most closely resemble local pariah dogs like the local Cnaani breed. 
 
Horbat ‘Uza, Israel (sample IDs: UZAA01, UZAA02). Horbat ‘Uza is a site that lies at the 
southern foot of a hill situated in the middle of the ‘Akko Plain, less than 10 km inland from the 
town of Acco (Acre) on the Mediterranean Sea. Salvage excavations were undertaken at the site 
in 1963, and more recently in 1991, on behalf of the Israel Antiquities Authority (93). The 
excavators identified an extensive occupation history with four major stratigraphic units 
spanning the 7th millennium BC Pre-Pottery Neolithic through to the Mamluk/Ottoman periods 
(15th/16th centuries AD). Multiple phases were recognised in each unit although exposure of the 
earliest levels (Neolithic through Chalcolithic) was limited in extent. In all phases, domestic 
and/or industrial architectural remains were found associated with remains of material culture 
(lithics, pottery etc.) and fauna. The dogs analysed here, derive from salvage excavations carried 
out in 1991 under the direction of Nimrod Getzov. One specimen dates to the Early Byzantine 
period (340-410 AD) while another dates to the Crusader period (first half of the 12th century 
AD). Neither were found in special contexts. The two dogs differ in their cranial proportions but 
were intermediate in size between the smaller Persian/Hellenistic dogs (such as those from Tel 




Tell Ashkelon, Israel (sample IDs: ASHQ01, ASHQ06, ASHQ08). This site is a large port on 
the southern Mediterranean coastal plain of Israel, about 60 km south of Tel Aviv and 15 km 
north of Gaza. The 150-acre site encompasses an occupational history of more than 4,000 years, 
from the 4th mill. BC through to the 13 cent. AD. During most of these periods the site 
functioned as a thriving commercial center. Major excavations at the site were carried out since 
the mid-1980’s until 2016 by the Leon-Levy Expedition headed by Lawrence Stager and Daniel 
Master (94). The faunal material retrieved included thousands of animal bones from various 
domestic and public contexts. Among the most important zoo-archaeological finds was the 
discovery of in excess of 1400 dog burials of complete or partial skeletons in the southwest to 
central section of the city at the tell’s edge, most concentrated in grid 50, west of an earlier 
warehouse (95, 96). These date mainly to the Persian period but the practice extended into early 
Hellenistic levels (mid to late 6th to early 4th century BC). Many of the dogs were found in 
articulation, both sexes were buried and many are young puppies (>60%). None of the dog 
skeletons showed evidence of trauma or fatal injuries that could explain the cause of death. Each 
dog was buried separately in a discrete pit dug into the ground. The burials were not oriented in 
any consistent direction, they were not marked and lacked any grave goods. Most dogs were 
buried on their side with tails arranged between the feet. Bone measurements indicate that the 
dogs varied in their size and conform to the appearance of local, unmanaged, free-roaming urban 
dogs. 
 
Croatia (sample IDs: ALPO01, SOTN01). These two samples are from around the villages of 
Aljmaš and Sotin, respectively, both along the Danube River. Both  dogs are from Eneolithic 
contexts. 
 
Aljmaš is a village located in Eastern Croatia, on the right bank of the Danube River some 25 km 
east of the city of Osijek. The Podunavlje site is situated in the centre of the village on a wide 
plateau rising steeply above the Danube. Rescue archaeological excavations carried out between 
2000 and 2005 by the Museum of Slavonia in Osijek revealed a multi-layered site dated to the 
Neolithic, Eneolithic, Middle Bronze Age and the Early Modern period. During the excavations 
conducted in 2001 a pit of irregular form (SU 59/60) was uncovered in the eastern section of the 
excavated area among Baden culture settlement features. The filling of the pit contained a huge 
amount of pottery, lithic material, artefacts made of animal bones and numerous fragments of 
unprocessed animal bone. At the bottom of the pit an almost complete bovine skeleton was 
unearthed. Typological characteristics of the pottery date the use of the pit to the Eneolithic, 
more precisely, the Baden culture, while radiocarbon analysis of the left bovine ulna dates the 
burial to 4445 ± 105 BP (IRB Z-3106). Directly below the cattle skeleton at the same depth, a 
skeleton of a small canid was uncovered. An almost complete skeleton of the several months old 
individual was lying on its right side and was oriented east-west with the head toward the east. 
The animal’s hind limbs were crouched and crossing each other while the fore limbs were laid up 
together towards the rest of the body. A pebble slightly larger than the dog’s head was placed 
between the mandible and the chest.The bones were nicely preserved without any traces of 
pathological lesions. 
 
Sotin is a multi-layered archaeological site on the Danube River in eastern Croatia with a 
continuity of settlement from the Neolithic to the present day. The site is located on a high loess 
plateau on the right bank of the Danube in a landscape where loess plateaus and deep gullies 
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alternate, representing a natural communication towards the river. Between 2008 and 2018, 
during the excavation of the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age cemeteries at the Sotin - 
Srednje polje site, a Copper Age settlement was also discovered. In 2008, at the northern edge of 
the Eneolithic settlement in trench 2, a round pit 1.2 m in diameter with a dog burial was 
discovered. The pit was filled with brown soil in which several fragments of Copper Age pottery 
were found. The Sotin dog was directly dated to 4970-4830 cal BP / 3020-2880 cal BC (Beta-
307577) which indicates the period of Baden and/or Kostolac Copper Age cultures in eastern 
Croatia. A complete skeleton of a young dog, around 1 year of age, was placed on its right side 
with all four legs folded together in front of the body.   
 
Siberia historical (sample IDs: F3781, C32). These two samples were found in Siberia by local 
mammoth tusk collectors, and are both likely historical (i.e. less than 100 years old). The C32 
skull was found in 2014, 55 km north-west of Tumat village in the Yana-Indigirka lowland, and 
was donated to the Mammoth Museum in Yakutsk. This area is rich in Pleistocene animal 
remains, but no archaeological finds have been made. The F3781 skull was found in 2013 on the 
coast of the East Siberian Sea, 100 km east of the Ambarchik settlement. No archaeological finds 
have been made in the nearby area.  
 
Ancient DNA extraction and library preparation 
Samples C62, C88, C89, C90 and C94 were processed in dedicated ancient DNA facilities in the 
Archaeological Research Laboratory at Stockholm University, Sweden. We targeted the 
cementum-rich root tip of teeth as previous studies show that cementum preserves DNA better 
than most other types of bone (97). We first wiped the teeth thoroughly with 1% sodium 
hypochlorite, and then ddH2O, and 70% ethanol, followed by UV-irradiation (254 nm at <10 cm 
distance) for 20 min/side, and obtained ca. 75 mg tooth powder per sample using a Dremel 
multitool drill at the lowest possible rpm. DNA extractions were carried out in batches of five 
plus one extraction blank. DNA was extracted by incubating the bone powder for 24 hrs at 37°C 
in 1.5 mL of digestion buffer (0.45 M EDTA pH 8.0 and 0.25 mg/ml of proteinase K). 
Supernatant was then concentrated to 100 µL on Amicon Ultra-4 (30kDa MWCO) filter columns 
(MerckMillipore) and purified on Qiagen MinElute columns following manufacturer’s 
recommendations but with an extra wash step. Purified DNA was eluted in 65 µL Qiagen Elution 
Buffer. DNA from all samples but C62 were initially constructed into dsDNA Illumina 
sequencing libraries following the protocol outlined in Meyer and Kircher (98) with 
modifications (99). Once we verified that the initial libraries contained canid DNA with cytosine 
deamination patterns expected for ancient DNA (54) we constructed uracil DNA glycosylase 
(UDG)-treated dsDNA Illumina libraries on all DNA extracts (including C62). The UDG-treated 
libraries were constructed and prepared for sequencing as described above but with an extra 
incubation step during blunt-end repair with USER enzyme (NEB) following the protocol 
outlined in (100).  
Samples C26, C27, C32, C5 and F3781 were processed at the dedicated ancient DNA facility at 
the Swedish Museum of Natural History in Stockholm, Sweden. Compact bone or teeth were 
targeted for sampling. After thorough cleaning and physical removal of the outermost surface 
layer, approximately 75 mg of homogenized material was extracted using a Dremel multitool 
drill. DNA was extracted using a silica-based method with concentration on Vivaspin filters 
(Sartorius), according to a protocol optimized for recovery of ancient DNA (101). 20 ul of DNA 
extract was used to construct dsDNA sequencing libraries for the Illumina platform following 
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Meyer and Kircher (98). Libraries were treated with USER enzyme (New England Biolabs) 
during the blunt-end repair step, to remove uracils deriving from cytosine deamination (102). 
Indexing and amplifying was performed with high-fidelity polymerase AccuPrime Pfx (Life 
technologies). Magnetic beads (Agencourt AMPure XP, Beckman Coulter) were used for 
cleaning and libraries were checked for concentration and fragment length on the Bioanalyzer 
2100 (Agilent). 
Samples AL2022, AL2397, AL2571, AL2946, OL4029, OL4061, OL4222 and OL4223 were 
processed at the dedicated ancient DNA facility at the PalaeoBARN laboratory at the University 
of Oxford. Illumina libraries were built following (98), but with the addition of a six base-pair 
barcode added to the IS1_adapter.P5 and IS3_adapter.P5+P7 adapter pair. The libraries were 
then amplified on an Applied Biosystems StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR system to check that 
library building was successful, and to determine the minimum number of cycles to use during 
the indexing amplification PCR reaction. A six base-pair barcode was used during the indexing 
amplification reaction resulting in each library being double-barcoded with an “internal adapter” 
directly adjacent to the ancient DNA strand and forming the first bases sequenced, with a 
traditional external barcode sequenced during Illumina barcode sequencing. 
 
Samples ALPO01, SOTN01, ASHQ01, ASHQ06, ASHQ08, THRZ02, UZAA01, UZAA02 and 
TGEZ06 were processed at the dedicated ancient DNA facility at University College Dublin 
(UCD). We sampled the petrous portion for all samples. All facilities at UCD used for 
processing ancient samples are physically located from other molecular biology laboratories, and 
measures are taken to minimize contamination of ancient individuals, including head-to-toe suits, 
face masks, hair nets, multiple layers of gloves, bleaching of all surfaces and UV 
decontamination of all (non-sensitive) reagents. All laboratory tools used to process samples 
were decontaminated using bleach (1:5 concentration) and UV irradiated in a cross-linker. The 
final step of library preparation (amplification) was performed outside the ancient DNA 
laboratory. We included extraction negative controls (no powder) and library negative controls 
(extract was supplemented by water) in every batch of samples processed and carried them 
through the entire wet laboratory processing to test for reagent contamination. 
 
Bone samples were UV irradiated in a cross-linker for 15 minutes on each side. A sandblaster 
(Renfert) was then used to isolate the cochlea from the petrous pyramid. A MixerMill (Rensch) 
was then used to powder the sample, resulting in 50-75 mg of bone powder for extraction. All 
samples were then extracted according to the silica-based protocol of Dabney et al.(103) with the 
modification of the binding apparatus using Qiagen MinElute columns being replaced with the 
Roche Large Volume Viral Extender tubes. For each sample, 50-75 mg of powder was digested 
in 1mL of extraction buffer containing 0.45 M EDTA (pH 8.0) and 0.25 mg/mL of proteinase K. 
After around 18h incubation, samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 2 m. The supernatant 
was then added to 13 mL of binding buffer consisting of 5M Guanidine hydrochloride (MW 
95.53), 40% Isopropanol, 0.05% Tween-20, and 9 mM Sodium Acetate in the Roche Extender 
columns. The 50-mL columns were centrifuged for 4 m at 1,500 x g. The columns were then 
washed twice in 650 mL of PE buffer (Qiagen), centrifuging at 6,000 rpm between washes. After 
the second wash, samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm to remove any residual ethanol. 
Samples were eluted two times in 25 µL of EBT after 10 m incubation at 37°C and centrifuged at 
13,000 rpm for 30 sec, for a total of 50 µL extract. Extraction batches included negative controls 




Illumina blunt-end libraries were built following the protocol of Meyer and Kircher (98), with 
modifications (104). Libraries were prepared using 12.5-25 µL of DNA extract in a 70µL 
reaction volume for the blunt end repair step and 40µL reaction volumes for the adapter ligation 
and adapter fill-in steps. Blunt end repair was performed using NEB End Repair module. 
Samples were incubated for 15 m at 25°C followed by 5 m at 12°C. Ligation was performed 
using T4 DNA ligase buffer (10X), PEG-4000 (50%), adapter mix following Meyer and Kircher 
(98), and T4 DNA ligase (5U/µL). Samples were incubated for 30 m at 22°C. Adapter fill-in was 
performed using Thermopol Reaction Buffer (10X) dNTPs (10mM each), and Bst large fragment 
(8U/µL). Samples were incubated for 30 m at 37°C and enzyme inactivation was completed by 
incubating for 20 m at 80°C. Sample cleanup between blunt end repair and ligation, and between 
ligation and adapter fill-in, was performed using the MinElute PCR Purification kit (Qiagen) 
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Every batch of libraries contained a negative control 
using nuclease-free water. 
  
The library amplification step following adapter fill-in was set up using Accuprime pfx 
Supermix, primer IS4 (10µM), a specific indexing primer (0.2µM), and 3µL of library template, 
for a total of 25µL reaction mixture. Amplification took place under the following thermal 
cycling conditions: 5 min at 95°C; 12 cycles of 15 sec at 95°C, 30 sec at 60°C and 30 sec at 
68°C; and a final extension step of 5 min at 68°C. The resulting PCR product was purified using 
the MinElute PCR Purification kit (Qiagen) as described previously. Quantification and quality 
assessment of the amplified libraries was performed on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer, using a 
DNA-1000 chip, and a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer, following manufacturer's protocols. Amplification 
steps included a blank negative control.  
 
Sequencing 
We sequenced all 19 samples processed in Stockholm and Dublin on 1 HiSeq X lane each to 
obtain ~400 million 2x125 paired end sequences, without any multiplexing, to avoid issues with 
crosstalk among adaptors. An exception was the Sotin Croatian dog (SOTN01) which was 
sequenced on two lanes.  
 
For the 8 samples processed in Oxford, up to 200 libraries with unique barcode combinations 
were pooled at equimolar levels (as determined by an Agilent Technologies 2200 TapeStation) 
and an 80bp run was carried out on an Illumina 2500 sequencer. Following alignment to the 
reference genome promising-looking samples were subsequently sequenced to greater depth on 
multiple Hi-Seq 2500/4000 lanes. 
 
Genome sequence data processing 
All sequence read data resulting from paired-end sequencing was merged using seqprep 
requiring an 11bp overlap minimum. We aligned the resulting merged and adaptor-trimmed 
sequences to the dog canFam3.1 genome using BWA (105) with permissive parameters 
including disabled seed (106) (-l 16500 -n 0.01 -o 2). Duplicates were removed by keeping only 
a single sequence among any set of sequences that had the same orientation, length, and start-end 
coordinates. Five previously published ancient genomes (9, 14, 21) were also incorporated into 
the dataset (table S3). We then generated pseudo-haploid genotypes for each sample by 
sampling a random allele using htsbox pileup (https://github.com/lh3/htsbox), restricting to reads 
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with a length of at least 35 base pairs, a mapping quality of at least 20 and to bases with a base 
quality of at least 30. Post-mortem damage was quantified using PMDtools(107) with the “--
first” and “--CpG” arguments. 
 
Sex determination and male overrepresentation 
We determined the biological sex of each individual, including previously published ancient dog 
genomes, by calculating the ratio of coverage on the X chromosome to coverage on the 
autosomes, and found that 19 of the sequenced individuals were male and 8 were female (table 
S2). Including five previously published genomes (Newgrange (9): male; Cherry Tree Cave (14): 
male; Herxheim (14): male, AL3194 Port au Choix (21); male, AL3223 Weyanoke (21): female)  
(table S3), we find an overrepresentation of males: 23 males (71.9%), 9 females (28.1%), p = 
0.0201, Binomial test. This mirrors observations of male overrepresentation among recovered 
remains in other large mammals (108, 109), but as most of the ancient dogs analyzed here were 
found in human archaeological contexts the bias in dogs might not necessarily be driven by the 
same factors as in other species. 
 
Contamination estimation for domesticates and their wild progenitors 
Current tools to estimate mitochondrial genome contamination are developed for use on human 
ancient DNA. Since contamination (and cross-contamination) could also be an issue for 
domesticates and other animals, we used a software tool—CALICO 
(https://github.com/pontussk/calico)—that allows contamination estimation for domestic animals 
using databases of their mitochondrial DNA variation. We used a data set of dogs and wolves 
(n=788), cattle (n=281), sheep (n=23,609), pigs (n=311), horse (n=334), goat (n=51) and chicken 
(n=67) mitochondrial genomes assembled and curated by Shi et al. (110).  
 
Following a previous approach (111) we obtain mitochondrial DNA contamination estimates by 
identifying informative sites in the form of private or near-private (e.g. <1% in the 788 canid 
mtDNAs) consensus alleles in each ancient individual. Any contamination at these sites can 
reasonably be assumed to carry the alternative allele that is observed in >99% of modern dogs 
and wolves. We obtain a point estimate c of mtDNA contamination by tallying the counts of the 
consensus and the alternative bases, assuming independence, where ! = 
Nalternative/(Nconsensus+Nalternative). If no alternative allele was found, we estimate an upper 







Where N = Nconsensus+Nalternative, and k=0. The upper confidence limit is set to the value of c at 
P=0.05. When alternative alleles were observed, a 95% confidence interval are computed using a 
binomial approximation: 





To validate the approach we simulated a total of 100,000 sequence reads 70 bp long and with an 
error rate of 0.001 from two randomly chosen mtDNA genomes from each species, and varied 
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the mixture proportion of one genome to the other from 0 to 40% (fig. S1). We then aligned the 
sequence reads to the reference mtDNA using BWA and used CALICO to estimate 
contamination using default parameters for each mixture proportion (filtering reads with 
mapping quality less than 30 and samtools BAQ recalibrated base quality less than 30). Since 
some pairs of mtDNA genomes are near-identical and do not contain any informative sites, we 
performed this simulation procedure for three randomly drawn pairs and selected the one with 
the most informative sites (note that increasing the number of informative sites should not 
decrease any potential bias in the test). The number of informative sites for the simulations 
plotted in fig. S1 are cattle=2, sheep=1, dog=1, horse=3, goat=1, elephantid=6, pig=7, 
chicken=5, human=4. 
 
Merging with modern genomes 
We obtained the “722g” VCF file containing genotypes called from whole-genome sequencing 
data from 722 dogs, wolves and other related canid species compiled by the NHGRI Dog 
Genome Project (112) (NCBI BioProject accession PRJNA448733) from previous studies (5, 8, 
32, 113). 
 
We also processed and incorporated whole genome sequencing data from a few additional 
studies: four African Golden wolves and 15 Nigerian dogs (Genome Sequence Archive ( 
http://gsa.big.ac.cn/) accession number PRJCA000335) (32), 12 Scandinavian wolves (European 
Nucleotide Archive accession number PRJEB20635) (114), 9 North American wolves and 
coyotes (European Nucleotide Archive accession number PRJNA496590) (115) and 8 other 
canids (African Hunting Dog, Dhole, Ethiopian Wolf, Golden Jackal, Middle Eastern gray 
wolves) (European Nucleotide Archive accession number PRJNA494815) (116). Reads from 
these were mapped to CanFam3.1 using bwa mem version 0.7.15 (117). Duplicate reads were 
marked using the MarkDuplicates tool from Picard Tools version 2.18.12 
(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). They were then genotyped only on the sites that were 
present in 722g VCF file using GATK HaplotypeCaller (118) version 3.6 with the “-gt_mode 
GENOTYPE_GIVEN_ALLELES” argument, and merged into the 722g VCF using bcftools 
merge (http://www.htslib.org/). 
 
The merged VCF was then filtered as follows: 
- Sites displaying any allele with excess heterozygosity (“ExcHet” annotation p-value < 
1⋅10-6, as computed using the bcftools fill-tags plugin) were removed.  
- Indel alleles were removed by setting the genotype of any individual carrying such an 
allele to missing (thereby retaining any overlapped SNP alleles). 
- The genotypes at any site with a depth lower than one third of the genome-wide average 
for the given sample or lower than 5 or higher than twice the genome-wide average for 
the given sample were set to missing (using the sum of the “AD” field, rather than the 
“DP” field, as the latter was found to be inaccurate for certain sites). 
- The genotypes for any sample carrying any allele other than the two most common alleles 
were set to missing (thereby retaining only the two most common alleles at multi-allelic 
sites). 
- Allele representation was normalized using bcftools norm. 




After these filtering steps, a total of 67.8 million SNPs remained. The genotypes of ancient 
samples were then added onto this VCF, setting the genotype of any ancient sample carrying an 
allele not already present in the VCF to missing. 
 
We restricted all analyses to transversions only, leaving 23.1 million SNPs. For certain analyses 
we wished to further reduce the number of SNPs so as to lower the computational burden. We 
did this by ascertaining variants that have a heterozygous genotype in a single Coyote individual 
from California, resulting in approximately 1 million transversion SNPs (the exact number 
depending on the set of modern dog, wolf and other canid genomes that were retained for a given 
analysis). This form of ascertainment in an outgroup population has been shown to provide 
unbiased f-statistics (119). 
 
We largely retained the population labels/descriptions of modern genomes from the 722g VCF 
metadata, just slightly modifying some labels for consistency. We manually classified modern 
dog populations into six broad regional groups on the basis of their geographical origin: Africa, 
Siberia & the Arctic, East Asia, Middle East & North Africa & South Asia, Sahul and Europe. 
Because unbalanced representations of ancestries can distort the results of analyses such as 
principal component analysis and model-based clustering, for such analyses we restricted to a 
hand-picked global selection of 44 modern dog populations (for all regions other than Europe 
and East Asia, from which much larger numbers of modern dog genomes are available, these 
represent all the populations available in our dataset with likely origins in those regions): 
- Africa: AfricaVillageUnknown, Basenji, NamibiaVillage, NigeriaVillage 
- Siberia & the Arctic: AlaskanHusky, AlaskanMalamute, EastSiberianLaika, 
GreenlandDog, Samoyed, SiberianHusky 
- East Asia: BorneoVillage, ChinaVillageDiqing, ChinaVillageGuangdong, 
ChinaVillageHebei, ChinaVillageLiaoning, ChinaVillageLijiang, ChinaVillageShanxi, 
ChinaVillageXinjiang, ChowChow, TibetanMastiff, VietnamVillage 
- Middle East & North Africa & South Asia: AfghanHound, CaucasianOvcharka, 
EgyptVillage, IndiaVillage, LebanonVillage, QatarVillage, Saluki, Sloughi 
- Sahul: AustraliaVillage, Dingo, NewGuineaSingingDog, PapuaNewGuineaVillage 
- Europe: Boxer, Chihuahua, Dalmatian, EnglishCockerSpaniel, FinnishLapphund, 
GermanShepherdDog, LagottoRomagnolo, PeruvianIncaOrchid, PortugueseWaterDog, 
SwedishLapphund, Xoloitzcuintli 
 
Analyses of human ancient DNA data 
For as many of the ancient dog genomes as possible, we searched the human ancient literature 
for samples that were close to the dog in terms of geographical location, sample date and cultural 
context (41, 43, 44, 46, 54, 120–126). We compiled and merged this data across the identified 
studies (table S4), using as many individuals from a given labelled population or site as 
available. We also similarly included data from a few modern human populations (127) to serve 
as matches for modern dog populations. In cases when genotypes were not available from the 
studies themselves, we called pseudo-haploid genotypes from the published read alignments as 
described above for the dog ancient DNA data (except using a minimum mapping quality 
threshold of 30, following that most widely used in human ancient DNA studies). As most of the 
identified human data had been generated using targeted capture, we restricted analyses to sites 
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that were on the 1240k capture array, and further restricted to transversions only, for a total of 
208,893 SNPs. 
 
We then performed corresponding population genetic analyses on the human dataset in the same 
way as we did for the dog dataset. When fitting admixture graphs to the human data, we used 
high-coverage modern Native American genomes (the Karitiana group) from the Simons 
Genome Diversity Project dataset (127) in place of the ancient American genomes that we had 
matched to the ancient dog samples, to increase the statistical power to reject graphs. 
 
To align dog and human PCA results, we used the “procrustes” function from the R package 
vegan (128), and the associated “protest” function to calculate the statistical significance of the 
Procrustes correlation through a randomization test. 
 
f-statistics analyses 
We calculated f3- and f4-statistics using AdmixTools (119) v5.0. To overcome excessive memory 
usage when calculating very large numbers of f4-statistics, we split the genome into 220 chunks 
of size 10 Mb, calculated the statistics with AdmixTools on each one of these chunks 
independently and then performed our own weighted block jackknifing (129) across the chunks 
to obtain standard errors. 
 
When calculating f-statistics we pooled certain individuals under shared population labels, if they 
were close in space and time and were consistent with being a clade genetically in exploratory 
ancestry analyses: C26, C27 and OL4223 were pooled into a “Lake Baikal” population, 
ASHQ01, ASHQ06, ASHQ08 were pooled into an “Ashkelon” population, C89 and C90 were 
pooled into a “Sweden PWC” population and the previously published AL3194 and AL3223 
were pooled into an “America” population. 
 
We calculated f3 statistics to test for evidence of admixture in the history of dog populations. 
None of the major lineages that we use for admixture graph fitting display any negative f3 
statistics (indicating allele frequencies on average being intermediate between those of two 
sources), which would constitute unambiguous evidence of mixed ancestry. For example, our 
admixture graph and f3 cline results imply that European dogs likely are a mixture of Levant-
related and Siberian-related ancestries, but they do not display negative f3 statistics when such 
populations are used as sources. The failure of tree-like admixture graphs without admixture 
events, however, suggests that the lack of negative f3-statistics among the major lineages must 
reflect a lack of power, likely due to drift after the admixture events. 
 
In outgroup f3 analyses, we excluded the Boxer breed from the plots as it showed an increased 
affinity to ancient genomes relative to other European dogs. This likely reflects reference bias in 
the ancient genomes, as the canFam3.1 reference genome was constructed from a Boxer 
individual. Reference bias would thus manifest itself as an artifactually high affinity to 
individuals of Boxer ancestry. 
 
In the observed outgroup f3 cline across ancient European dogs (Fig 1C), the tight cluster of 
modern European dogs appear slightly shifted down on both axes relative to the ancient cline. It 
is possible that this could reflect the recent addition into modern European dogs of some novel 
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ancestry, but if so this would need to be an unsampled ancestry that is basal to both the ancient 
Levantine and the ancient Baikal dogs. Instead, we believe the most likely explanation of this 
apparent downward shift is technical and reflects ancient attraction, i.e. due to correlated ancient 
DNA damage patterns, between the Levantine and Baikal dogs and the other ancient genomes in 
the dataset. The f3 values for the ancient dogs are thus likely slightly over-estimated. 
 
f4-based multivariate analysis 
To study ancient dog population structure, we applied a new approach based on computing all 
possible f4-statistics (119) involving a given set of populations and then performing principal 
component analysis on the resulting matrix, essentially treating each statistic f4(X,A;B,C) as an 
independent data point for population X. We set all statistics of the form f4(A,A;B,C) to 0. This is 
similar to but slightly different from a previous approach that used statistics where populations 
A,B and C are outgroups to X (130), while we here use all possible populations within a given 
analysis. This approach allows us to study population structure among ancient genomes without 
having to project them onto axes of differentiation defined by modern genomes. 
 
Clustering analyses 
We used the ADMIXTURE program (131), to explore population structure in an unsupervised 
fashion, restricting analyses to variants with a minor allele frequency of 5% or higher (fig. S2).  
 
Admixture graph inference 
We sought to find explicit population history models that can explain the relationships among 
ancient and modern dog populations. We selected a number of individuals or populations that we 
think represent key ancestries on the basis of f4-statistics, principal component analyses and 
model-based clustering analyses as well age and geographical location: the 7 ky old Levantine 
dog, the 7 ky Lake Baikal dogs, the 10.9 ky old Karelian dog, ancient American dogs and the 
modern New Guinea Singing Dog (as a representative of South-Eastern Eurasian dog ancestry, 
displaying less western affinity than all analyzed dogs from China and Vietnam (Fig 1C, Fig 3D, 
Fig 5A, table S6), and most likely a recent arrival in Sahul from South-East Asia (26)). To serve 
as an outgroup we included an Andean fox individual (while for other analyses we have used the 
Californian Coyote as an outgroup, for these admixture graph analyses we chose the Andean Fox 
instead to avoid any confounding effects of possible gene flow between Coyotes and the 
American dogs included in these analyses(21)). 
 
We then used the admixturegraph R package (132) to exhaustively fit to the observed f4-statistics 
all 135,285 possible admixture graphs (133) that relate these six populations with up to two 
admixture events. Each graph was fitted to the data five times, retaining the best scoring fit out 
of these. No graphs without admixture events provided good fits between predicted and observed 
f4-statistics, demonstrating that admixture between distinct lineages must have occurred during 
the early formation of dog ancestries. Only one graph, involving two admixture events, fits the 
data without outlier statistics (|Z| > 3) (fig. S4). Two other graphs, with very similar structure to 
the best fitting graph, both nearly fit the data with two minor outlier f4-statistics. After these 
three, the next best fitting graphs are a set of three with a somewhat different structure from the 
best fitting graph, but these provide considerably worse fits with five outlier statistics each. 
Given the existence of fitting graphs with two admixture events, we did not attempt to fit less 
parsimonious graphs with three or more admixture events (the number of all possible such 
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graphs is also too large to be tested exhaustively). For the graph displayed in Fig. 1E, we 
manually grafted on the European Neolithic dog, which was not part of the exhaustive search, 
and this extended graph fit without any outlier statistics. We also repeated the exhaustive 
admixture graph search using f4-statistics computed on variants ascertained to be heterozygous in 
the Californian Coyote individual, and found that the fitting graph from the above analysis 
remained the only graph to fit with 0 outlier statistics. 
 
We performed an exactly analogous admixture graph analysis on human data, using the human 
populations matched to the dog samples with regards to archaeological age, geographical 
location and cultural context (table S4). We found six graphs that fit the human data without 
outlier statistics. We then determined how well the graph topologies that were found to fit the 
dog data could explain the human data, and vice versa, using “best_error” score computed for 
each graph. The three graphs that fit, or nearly fit (with two minor outliers), the dog data rank 
among the 0.82 to 2.8% top scoring topologies in the human search, and the six graphs that fit 
the human data rank among the 0.0074 to 1.2% top scoring topologies in the dog search (fig. S9). 
Results are similar if ranking on the number of outlier f4-statistics rather than the error score: the 
three dog graphs rank among the 0.41 to 0.54% of topologies with the lowest number of outliers 
in the human search, and the six human graphs rank among the top 0.0059 to 0.53% of 
topologies with the lowest number of outliers in the dog search. Across the full set of 135,285 
possible graphs, the relative rank of the error scores achieved by each graph are strongly 
correlated between the two species: Spearman’s rank correlation = 0.714, p < 2.2⋅10-16 (though 
we note that the magnitude of this p-value is likely overestimated as the graphs are not 
independent). 
 
Genetic cline simulations  
We performed coalescent simulations using ms (134) to help distinguish between possible 
population histories underlying the observed diagonal cline of outgroup f3 values across ancient 
European dogs. We considered three possible scenarios: 1) phylogenetic structure, in which 
different lineages diversify without any admixture between them, but they experience different 
amounts of genetic drift, 2) continuous gene flow, in which neighbouring populations experience 
low but constant rates of bidirectional gene flow between each other, 3) admixture, in which two 
differentiated source lineages admix to give rise to admixed populations with varying degrees of 
ancestry from each of the two sources. The command lines were: split model <ms 450 1000000 -
s 1 -I 9 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 -ej 0.2 1 2 -ej 0.05 9 2 -ej 0.01 3 2 -ej 0.02 4 2 -ej 0.03 5 2 -
ej 0.01 8 9 -ej 0.02 7 9 -ej 0.03 6 9>, continuous gene flow model <ms 450 1000000 -s 1 -I 9 50 
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 -m 2 3 10 -m 3 2 10 -m 3 4 10 -m 4 3 10 -m 4 5 10 -m 5 4 10 -m 6 7 
10 -m 7 6 10 -m 7 8 10 -m 8 7 10 -m 8 9 10 -m 9 8 10 -ej 0.05 3 2 -ej 0.05 4 2 -ej 0.05 5 2 -ej 
0.05 6 2 -ej 0.05 7 2 -ej 0.05 8 2 -ej 0.05 9 2 -ej 0.2 1 2> admixture cline model <ms 450 
1000000 -s 1 -I 9 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 -ej 0.2 1 2 -ej 0.05 9 2 -es 0.01 3 0.8 -ej 0.01 3 2 
-ej 0.01 10 9 -es 0.01 4 0.7 -ej 0.01 4 2 -ej 0.01 11 9 -es 0.01 5 0.6 -ej 0.01 5 2 -ej 0.01 12 9 -es 
0.01 6 0.5 -ej 0.01 6 2 -ej 0.01 13 9 -es 0.01 7 0.4 -ej 0.01 7 2 -ej 0.01 14 9 -es 0.01 8 0.3 -ej 0.01 
8 2 -ej 0.01 15 9>. We then conditioned on observing each variant in population 1, and estimated 
shared genetic drift using outgroup f3-statistics (51, 133) with population 1 as an outgroup using 
POPSTATS (135). 
 
Genetic identity of pre-Neolithic dogs in Europe 
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As described in “Neolithic expansion into Europe” section of the main text, we hypothesize that 
the ancestry cline we observe across early European dogs, at least in part, reflects admixture 
between dogs associated with Mesolithic hunter-gatherer groups and dogs associated with 
incoming Neolithic farming groups from the Near East. While our dataset includes the 10.9 kya 
Karelian dog and the 4.8 kya dogs from a Swedish Pitted Ware Culture (PWC) hunter-gatherer 
site, it does not include any unambiguous Mesolithic dogs from continental Europe associated 
with ‘Western Hunter-Gatherer’ (WHG) (43) human groups, and we are therefore unable to 
determine what the ancestry of such dogs was. We are also unable to unambiguously estimate the 
proportion of ancestry in later European dogs that derives from admixture from incoming Near 
Eastern dogs, as we cannot confidently determine what the baseline Near Eastern affinity was 
like prior to the Neolithic. 
 
We speculate however, on the basis of the Siberian-shifted ancestry of the Karelian and PWC 
dogs and the general nature of the European cline, that WHG dogs might also have been 
similarly Siberian-shifted. However, other scenarios are also possible. The PCA (Fig 1B) and 
admixture graph (Fig. 1E) results show that the Karelian dog is already Levant-shifted relative to 
the dogs at Lake Baikal, such that it could also be viewed as falling onto the European ancestry 
cline. There might thus already have been a cline across Europe prior to the arrival of dogs from 
the Near East during the Neolithic, such that the WHG dogs might have been more Levant-
shifted than the Karelian dog, and that admixture with such European dogs was what caused the 
Levant shift in the latter. One possibility is that WHG-related dogs may be represented by the 
lineage leading to the Levant that contributes ~34% of the Karelian dog's ancestry in the 
admixture graph (Fig. 1E), which would be similar to the relationship of ‘Eastern Hunter-
Gatherer’ (EHG) Karelian hunter-gatherers to WHG groups (45). Genomes from Mesolithic 
continental European dogs will be needed to resolve the identity of the hunter-gatherer dogs of 
Europe and their contribution to later populations. 
 
Mitochondrial DNA analyses 
In addition to the novel mitochondrial genome sequences generated in this study, we also 
downloaded and analysed publically available modern and ancient dog and wolf mitochondrial 
genome sequences from a number of publications (9, 11, 13, 21, 28, 136–140) and additional 
GenBank submissions (accession numbers JF342812, JF342877, KJ139384, KJ139385, 
KJ139386, KJ139387, KJ139388, KM061481, KM061493, KM061497, KM061534, 
KM061535, KM061540, KM061592, KX379528, KX379529). Sequence alignments were 
performed using MUSCLE (141) integrated into Aliview (142). 
 
Evolutionary rates were estimated by using the strict molecular clock in BEAST v2.4.7 (143). 
For the prior on clock rates, we chose a lognormal distribution with a mean in real space of 
1.0⋅10-8, upper bound of 1.0⋅10-4 substitutions/site/year, lower bound of 1.0⋅10-10 
substitutions/site/year (these bounds are actually part of a separate uniform prior and are not part 
of the lognormal distribution itself), and standard deviation of 1.25. The HKY+Γ substitution 
model was used, with four rate categories for gamma-distributed rates across sites. We used an 
exponential prior for kappa and a lognormal prior for the gamma shape prior, with default 
parameters for both. It has been shown (144) that accounting for age uncertainty had negligible 
or minimal impacts on the resulting estimates in BEAST, therefore we used the mean date 
estimates for all of the mitochondrial genome sequences for the analysis. A constant-size 
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coalescent model was used as the tree prior. Posterior distributions of parameters were estimated 
by Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Two independent runs of chains were 
performed, and samples were drawn every 5,000 steps over a total of at least 50 million steps, 
with the first 20% of samples discarded as burn-in. Sampling was considered sufficient when the 
effective sample size of each parameter exceeded 100. When required, we ran additional MCMC 
analyses to achieve sufficient sampling. The trace files were assessed using Tracer (145) and the 
samples from the independent runs were merged using LogCombiner (146). Phylogenetic trees 
were visualized using iTOL v5.4 (147). On the basis of the obtained phylogenetic tree, we also 
classified each ancient mitochondrial sequence into the four high-level haplogroups A, B, C and 
D, as well as the recently suggested haplogroup X (28). 
 
Previous studies have found that mitochondrial haplogroup C was the dominant haplogroup in 
Mesolithic European dogs, while haplogroup D became common during the Neolithic (27). We 
tested if ancient European dogs carrying these haplogroups were on average positioned 
differently along the European cline of Levant versus Baikal-related autosomal affinity, as 
quantified using the f4-statistic f4(CoyoteCalifornia,X;Baikal 7kBP,Levant 7kBP). The two 
Swedish Pitted Ware Culture dog individuals had been pooled into a single population before 
calculating the f4-statistic, and we therefore assigned that same f4 value to both individuals before 
performing the test. We found no difference in mean f4 values between dogs carrying these two 
different haplogroup (mean f4 haplogroup C: -0.0006591, mean f4 haplogroup D: 0.001710, t-test 
p-value for difference in means: 0.1502). However, we note that with only 8 ancient European 
dogs with haplogroup C and 3 with haplogroup D, we have very little statistical power to detect a 
difference. 
 
qpAdm ancestry modelling 
We used the qpAdm framework (45, 132) to test ancestry models and estimate ancestry 
proportions for dog populations. For a given set of potential source populations, we exhaustively 
tested all possible models with up to four sources and all remaining populations in the set as 
outgroups. We additionally included the Californian Coyote individual in the outgroup list in all 
models. For models with only one source we ran the qpWave program rather than qpAdm. For a 
given target we then ranked the models on the basis of their p-values, but prioritizing simpler 
models (meaning models with a lower number of sources) as follows: we set a threshold at 
p=0.01, and only ranked a more complex model over a simpler one if the p-value of the former 
was higher and they were both on the same side of this threshold. We also discarded any model 
in which any inferred ancestry proportion was larger than 1.1 or smaller than -0.1, considering 
these as failed models. Unless noted, qpAdm analyses were performed on SNPs ascertained to be 
heterozygous in the Californian Coyote individual, and qpAdm was run with the “allsnps: YES” 
argument. 
 
Using this strategy, we ran two separate sets of analyses to model worldwide dog ancestries. The 
first was with a “comprehensive” set of possible outgroup and source populations, consisting of 
all ancient dog populations older than 2 ky, plus the New Guinea Singing Dog to represent a 
divergent Eastern Eurasian ancestry and the German Shepherd to represent modern European 
ancestry, for a total of 22 populations. The second was restricted to a manually selected “core” 
set of key populations: ancient America, Lake Baikal 7k, Levant Neolithic 7k, Iran Chalcolithic 
5.8k, Samara steppe 3.8k, Karelia 10.9k, Sweden Neolithic 5k, New Guinea Singing Dog and 
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German Shepherd, for a total of 9 populations. The motivation for also running analyses with 
this core set was to obtain models that are more interpretable in terms of broader, more ultimate 
sources. We ran the same analyses with ancient genomes as targets, but in these cases excluding 
German Shepherd from the lists of sources and outgroups. 
 
To obtain the ancestry estimates displayed on the world map in Fig. 5A, without having to 
include 22 possible source populations in the pie charts, we simplified the results of the 
comprehensive set of analyses as follows. We identified seven source populations that tended to 
be part of top ranked models, and restricted the results only to models that feature any 
combination of these seven populations in the sources. The outgroup lists for this subset of 
models are unchanged and thus retain all remaining populations in the set of 22. For each target 
we then picked the top ranking model from this subset of models and tidied up the ancestry 
proportions by setting any negative proportions to 0 and expanding the others proportionally to 
sum to 1. This approach produced results that are easier to visualize and interpret, but means that 
the p-values of the chosen model are sometimes not very high, as in some cases better sources 
than any of the seven populations used will be present in the outgroup list. Nonetheless, we 
inspected these simplified results and found that for the vast majority of targets they were 
appropriately reflecting the full results. Dog pictures were obtained from Wikimedia user 
Desaix83 under the Creative Commons 3.0 license 
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:Contributions/Desaix83). 
 
We excluded from qpAdm analyses a small number of modern dog populations that displayed 
strong reference bias, as quantified using the statistic f4(CoyoteCalifornia,X;Boxer,canFam3.1) 
which takes advantage of the fact that the canFam3.1 reference genome is derived from a single 
Boxer individual and thus has an expected value of 0 in the absence of reference bias. The 
excluded populations were: Tornjak, QingchuanDog, ChinaVillageAnhui, XiasiDog, 
ChongqingDog, SharPei, ChinaVillage and BorneoVillage. 
 
We found that when including the German Shepherd to represent modern European dog ancestry 
in these qpAdm analyses, most other European dogs can be modelled as being in a clade with 
German Shepherd to the exclusion of all ancient dogs (i.e. a single-source German Shepherd 
qpWave model). This is the primary line of evidence for the homogenization of European dog 
ancestry and the lack of continuity to most local Neolithic and earlier populations. We note that 
the choice of German Shepherd to represent modern European ancestry is arbitrary and a large 
number of other dogs would be able to serve this role equally well. Further to this, we found that 
when no modern European dog is included in qpAdm analyses, the Swedish dog C88 turns out to 
behave in a manner that is highly similar to a modern European dog, in that most European 
targets can be modelled with single-source C88 models. Most European targets receive 100% 
German Shepherd ancestry when German Shepherd is used as the source, but many receive 
slightly less (0-15% less) C88 ancestry when C88 is used instead, indicating that C88 is a very 
good but not perfect proxy for modern European dog ancestry (fig. S13). In the qpAdm analyses 
we present (Fig 5A, Data S1), we use results obtained with German Shepherd included as a 
source, as this seems to give slightly better model fits then when using C88, but, as outlined here, 




In addition to these global qpAdm analyses, we performed an additional targeted analysis aiming 
to understand the sources of ancestry for Bronze Age and later dogs in Europe. For this we used 
as sources only ancient dogs predating the Corded Ware Culture and the Bronze Age, plus the 
Bronze Age Srubnaya dog as a proxy for steppe dogs that might possibly have entered Europe 
alongside migrating steppe pastoralist groups. We performed qpAdm analyses as above, with 
Bronze Age and and a selection of modern European dogs as targets. 
 
Testing for admixture from wolves and other canid species 
We used f4-statistics to study how ancient and modern dog populations are related to present-day 
wolves. If statistics of the form f4(Coyote,Wolf;Dog 1,Dog 2) deviate from 0, it suggests that 
some dog populations have a closer relationship than others to wolves, reflecting either ancestry 
deriving from a different wolf source population or post-domestication gene flow from wolves. 
Similarly, if statistics of the form f4(Coyote,Dog;Wolf 1, Wolf 2) deviate from 0, it suggests that 
some wolf populations have a closer relationship to dogs. For these analyses, we used all ancient 
populations except the American dogs, as the affinity between these and the Coyote used as an 
outgroup confound these tests. For modern dogs we used all the 44 populations in the global 
representative set described above, except ChinaVillageShanxi which likely is an outlier with 
recent wolf admixture. We used 35 Eurasian gray wolves. To account for the multiple testing 
associated with computing all the possible combinations of f4-statistics of the above forms, we 
made quantile-quantile plots for each population to visually assess if the set of f4-values departed 
from what would be expected if they were normally distributed around 0. 
 
We found that all dog populations display distributions of f4(Coyote,Dog;Wolf 1, Wolf 2) values 
that greatly deviate from the expectation of zero (largest outlier |Z| > 10 for all dogs). We also 
found that most, but not all, wolf individuals display distributions of f4(Coyote,Wolf;Dog 1,Dog 
2) values that deviate from the expectation of zero (fig. S7). The observation of non-zero f4-
statistics does not by itself allow us to assess if the direction of gene flow has been from dogs 
into wolves, from wolves into dogs, or in both directions, as these scenarios would all affect the 
distributions of both of the above forms of f4-statistics. However, we identify at least one wolf 
individual, Wolf35Xinjiang, with a distribution of f4(Coyote,Wolf;Dog 1,Dog 2) values that is 
largely consistent with 0. The results for the Wolf08TibetanXinjiang individual is also largely 
consistent with 0 for all tests. Such an observation is not expected under a scenario of gene flow 
from wolves into dogs, as all wolf individuals would then display an elevated affinity to any dog 
population which received the gene flow. We also verified that Wolf35Xinjiang is indeed 
strongly on the same modern wolf lineage as the other genomes in the dataset: f4 
(Coyote,Wolf35Xinjiang;GermanShepherdDog,Wolf21-M-02-15Scandinavia) = 0.001392, Z = 
14.3. These results thus suggest that there has not been extensive gene flow from wolves into 
dogs, and that instead almost all analyzed wolf individuals harbour dog admixture. 
 
We also incorporated data from the 35,000 year old Taimyr-1 wolf genome (4), which we 
processed from the published reads in the same way as described for the ancient dogs sequenced 
here. We could not repeat the full Q-Q plot analysis described above due to strong artifactual 
attraction between Taimyr-1 and ancient dogs relative to modern dogs, but instead included only 
pairs of ancient dogs in the analysis. While some technical noise still likely persists, the results 
are largely compatible with the Taimyr-1 individual being symmetrically related to the ancient 




We also used f3- and f4-statistics to test for gene flow between dogs and other canid species 
(table S5). We find evidence for a previously reported affinity between ancient American dogs 
and Coyotes (21), although whether the signal is statistically significant or not depends on the 
choice of other dog used in the comparison, likely reflecting varying levels of technical noise 
related to e.g. sequencing coverage and reference bias. 
 
We also used an outgroup f3-statistic to test for any differences between dogs in terms of basal 
ancestry, regardless of the source of that basal ancestry (fig. S6). The statistic 
f3(Wolf35Xinjiang,X;CoyoteCalifornia) is expected to become smaller if some dog X carries 
ancestry from any source that is basal to the clade of dogs and wolves, as X would then share 
less genetic drift with members of this clade. Other than lower values for the ancient American 
dog, which has an affinity to Coyotes as discussed above, there is little variation across ancient 
and modern dogs in the values of this statistic. This is consistent with a lack of gene flow from 
other canid species into particular dog populations.  
 
Amylase copy number estimation 
The estimation of copy number of the AMY2B gene is complicated by the incomplete assembly 
of the locus in the canFam3.1 assembly. We queried the Ensembl database (148) for the 
locations in canFam3.1 of regions orthologous to the human AMY2B gene 
(ENSG00000240038), which included a region on chromosome 6 as well as three other, 
unplaced contigs (chrUn_AAEX03020568, chrUn_AAEX03022739, chrUn_AAEX03024353). 
We studied the read coverage along these regions and found that wolves and other canid species 
had reduced coverage along a previously identified (5) region of chromosome 6 (46,948,800-
46,956,325) and the entirety of the three unplaced contigs, suggesting a lower copy number than 
the reference genome. To maximize power especially for low coverage ancient samples, we 
therefore used all of these regions, with a total size of about 75 kb, to obtain copy number 
estimates. 
 
For modern wolves and other canids we used read alignments we had processed as described in 
the “Merging with modern genomes” section. We downloaded read alignments for a set of 
modern dogs from the DoGSD database (149) (http://bigd.big.ac.cn/dogsdv2/), with the 
following DoGSD sample IDs: 1735, 2972, 4669, Basenji, Dingo, Dog04, Dog06, Dog08, DQ1, 
DQ10, DQ2, DQ7, EG44, EG49, GS1, GS10, GS2, HR93, ID125, ID165, ID60, IN18, IN23, 
IN29, KM10, KM7, LB74, LB79, LB85, LJ1, LJ10, LJ3, LJ4, NA63, NA8, NA89, PG84, PT61, 
PT71, QA27, QA5, TM1, TM10, TW04, VN21, VN42, VN59, YJ1, YJ8, YJ9. For a previously 
published 4.8ky old Neolithic Irish dog (9), the read alignments we obtained from the publication 
did not include the three unplaced contigs, so we did not estimate copy number for this 
individual. 
 
For each tested genome, we counted the number of reads mapping to the amylase regions 
identified above and the number of reads mapping to 75 randomly chosen windows of size 1kb 
from throughout the whole genome, and calculated the ratio of the former number of reads to the 
total number of reads. We obtained standard errors for these read count ratios using binomial 
confidence intervals, following a previous approach to infer biological sex from the ratio of reads 
mapping to the Y and X chromosomes (150). To convert these ratios to estimates of diploid copy 
 
22 
numbers, we made the assumption that the Eurasian gray wolves (excluding a few outlier 
individuals) that we tested had copy numbers of two, calculated the mean scaling factor needed 
to map the read count ratios of these wolves to copy numbers of two, and then multiplied the 








Fig. S1. Validation of mitochondrial DNA contamination in ancient animal genomes with 
CALICO.  














































































































































































































































































Sweden PWC 4.8k (C89)
Sweden PWC 4.8k (C90)
Sweden 4k (C94)
Italy 4k (AL2397)
Samara Steppe 3.8k (C5)





























































































































Fig. S3. East Eurasian and American affinities of European dogs. A) All analyzed ancient 
and modern European dogs have a stronger affinity to East Eurasian dogs, here represented by 
the New Guinea Singing Dog, than what early Levantine dogs have. Error bars represent ±3 
standard errors. B) All analyzed ancient and modern European dogs have a stronger affinity to 
ancient American dogs than to the New Guinea Singing Dog. 
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Fig. S4. Admixture graph modelling of dog population relationships. The top four graphs 
among all 135,285 possible graphs with six leaves and up two admixture events. The fits 
between observed (black bars with ±3 standard errors) and predicted (green or red points for 
fitting and deviating, respectively) f4-statistics are displayed to the right of each graph. The first 
graph is the only one with no outlier statistics. The second and third have very similar structures 
to the first one, and each have two minor outlier statistics. The fourth graph has a somewhat 
different structure, but has five outlier statistics. 
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Fig S5. Extending the best fitting admixture graph to include an early European dog. The 
best fitting graph from the exhaustive testing with six populations (fig. S4) was extended by 
manually grafting on the earliest European dog genome (HXH, Herxheim, Germany, 7k BP) as a 
mixture of a lineage related to the early Levantine dog and a lineage related to the early Karelian 
dog. The fit between observed (black bars with ±3 standard errors) and predicted (green or red 
points for fitting and deviating, respectively) f4-statistics are displayed to the right of the graph. 
No outlier statistics were observed. 
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Fig S7. Wolves display widespread asymmetries to pairs of dogs. For each individual wolf, a 
quantile-quantile plot of the Z-scores from the f4-statistics f4(CoyoteCalifornia,Wolf;Dog,Dog). 
Grey text displays the pairs of dogs producing the highest Z-scores, with inequality signs 
indicating which of the two dogs the wolf is closer to. 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig S8. Relationship of the Pleistocene wolf Taimyr-1 to ancient dogs. A) A quantile-quantile 
plot of the Z-scores from the f4-statistics f4(CoyoteCalifornia,Taimyr-1;Ancient Dog,Ancient 
Dog), where Taimyr-1 is a 35,000 year old wolf from Siberia (4). The pairs of dogs producing 
the strongest signals of asymmetry are indicated with grey text. Some deviation from the 
diagonal expectation of zero is observed, but it can not be ruled out that this is driven by 
technical noise arising from the direct comparison of ancient genomes. B) Same as in A, but 
excluding the two ancient dogs that drive most of the off-diagonal signal 
(Croatia_Eneolithic.ALPO01 and Ashkelon_pool). While there is no strong, statistically 
significant (|Z| > 3) signal, there might be a tendency for the strongest asymmetries to involve the 
Taimyr-1 wolf being slightly closer to Siberian dogs and northern European Mesolithic dogs 
than to Near Eastern dogs. This could be consistent with Pleistocene wolf gene flow into 
Siberian dogs, or with the presence of some basal admixture in Near Eastern dogs, e.g. similar to 
in some African dogs.  



































































Fig. S9. Cross-species admixture graph fits. Exhaustive testing of all possible admixture 
graphs with six populations and up to two admixture events was performed independently on 
matched human and dog datasets. One graph that fit, and two graphs that nearly fit, the dog 
relationships were identified (fig. S4) and are displayed in blue. Six graphs that fit the human 
relationships were identified and are displayed in green. The fit of these graphs to data for the 
other species was then assessed. Under each graph the fit in dogs and in humans is displayed in a 
scatter plot, expressed as absolute Z-scores for the difference between the empirical f4-statistics 
and those predicted by the fitted model. Dashed lines indicate |Z| = 3. Text also indicates how 
well each graph ranks among all possible graphs in the other species. 





















































































































































































































Human rank: top 0.82% Human rank: top 2.76% Human rank: top 2.76%
Dog rank: top 0.015%
Dog rank: top 0.0074% Dog rank: top 0.025%
Dog rank: top 0.025% Dog rank: top 1.20%
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Fig S10. Patterns of shared genetic drift with ancient genomes. Values of outgroup f3 
statistics quantifying shared drift with selected genomes, using a gray wolf individual as the 
outgroup, are plotted against each other. Modern dog populations are displayed in symbols 
coloured by geographical region and ancient dogs are displayed in gray symbols. A) A cline of 
Levant versus Baikal related ancestry exists across ancient west Eurasian dog genomes, but not 
among modern European dogs. B) Ancestry related to the 10.9 ky old Karelian dog is present to 
the largest degree in ancient European dog genomes, but not to such high degrees in any present-
day dogs. Present-day Siberian dogs instead share more drift with the ancient Lake Baikal dogs. 
C) The New Guinea Singing Dog and the ancient Lake Baikal dogs define two diverged 
branches of eastern Eurasian dog ancestry. D) Contrasting contemporaneous Swedish dogs from 
a Neolithic cultural context and a hunter-gatherer (Pitted Ware Culture) cultural context reveals 
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Fig S11. Time-scaled mitochondrial genome phylogeny. Bayesian phylogeny of both novel 
(bolded) and publically available dog and wolf mitochondrial genomes (n=381). Posterior 
support values are indicated on the nodes. All monophyletic clades extant to the novel sequences 
are collapsed, and all dog haplogroup and subclades of haplogroups are marked as such with 
sample numbers indicated in parentheses. The MRCA of haplogroup C dates to ~17.5 KYA, D to 
~10KYA, B to ~2.5KYA, X to ~5KYA, and subclades A1a to at least ~8KYA, A1b to between 
~17.5-10KYA, A2b to ~17KYA, and A2a to ~16KYA. 
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Fig S12. Mitochondrial haplogroups within the context of the ancient West Eurasian 
ancestry cline. The affinity of ancient dogs to a 7ky old Neolithic Levant individual is plotted 
against the affinity to 7ky old Lake Baikal dogs, as quantified using outgroup f3-statistics on the 











































































































































































































Fig S13. A uniform ancestry of modern European dogs is largely approximated by the 
ancient dog C88 from Sweden. For the 108 analyzed modern European dogs, the horizontal 
axis displays the amount of their ancestry that is assigned to the German Shepherd, arbitrarily 
chosen to represent the modern European dog ancestry, in qpAdm analyses. The fact that most of 
them are assigned 100% German Shepherd ancestry, to the exclusion of all the ancient dogs in 
the dataset, suggests that most modern European dogs are a clade that does not retain any 
structure visible among the ancient dogs. The vertical axis shows how much of their ancestry is 
assigned to the ancient Swedish dog C88 when German Shepherd is kept out of the analysis. The 
fact that most dogs get 90-100% of their ancestry assigned to the C88 source shows that C88 has 
an ancestry that is very similar to modern European dog ancestry. A few breeds that are not 
assigned 100% ancestry with either source, and thus require some contribution from an 
additional source other than the modern European ancestry, are highlighted. These are Mexican 
breeds that likely have a small degree of pre-Columbian American ancestry (Chihuahua, 
Xoloitzcuintli, Chinese Crested), Scandinavian and Spitz dogs that likely have a small degree of 
Siberian-related ancestry (Swedish Lapphund, Norwegian Elkhound, Jamthund, Grossspitz) and 
the Rhodesian Ridgeback that likely has a small degree of African (related to the ancient Near 
Eastern dogs in our dataset) dog ancestry. 
  












































































Table S1. Ancient dog samples included in this study. 
Sample ID Sample description Location Age years ago Direct date uncal BP Lat. Lon. 
AL2022 Turkey Marmara region, Turkey 1565 1642 ± 27 (OxA-36894) 41.01 28.93 
AL2397 Italy Early Bronze Age Belverde di Cetona, Italy 4000 - 42.96 11.90 
AL2571 Iran Chalcolithic Tepe Ghela Gap, Iran 5826 5074 ± 33 (OxA-35324) 36.46 47.07 
AL2946 Serbia Neolithic Pločnik, Serbia 6839 5998 ± 32 (OxA-36896) 43.20 21.36 
ALPO01 Croatia Eneolithic Alymas-Podunavlje, Croatia 4500 - 45.53 18.95 
ASHQ01 Israel Persian era Ashkelon, Israel 2300 - 31.67 34.57 
ASHQ06 Israel Persian era Ashkelon, Israel 2300 - 31.67 34.57 
ASHQ08 Israel Persian era Ashkelon, Israel 2300 - 31.67 34.57 
C26 Lake Baikal Mesolithic Pad' Kalashnikova, Russia 7000 6122 ± 31 (Ox23910) 53.06 103.38 
C27 Lake Baikal Mesolithic Shamanka II, Russia 7400 6430 ± 35 (Ox20561) 51.70 103.71 
C32 Yakutia historical Bulgunnyakhtakh lake, Russia 100 - 70.70 138.21 
C5 Steppe Bronze Age Krasnosamarskoe, Russia 3800 - 52.80 51.10 
C62 Sweden Bronze Age Apalle, Sweden 3100 2945 ± 75 BP (Ua 8826) 59.70 17.60 
C88 Sweden Neolithic Frälsegården, Gökhem, Sweden 5000 - 58.10 13.24 
C89 Sweden Pitted Ware Ajvide, Gotland, Sweden 4800 - 57.17 18.12 
C90 Sweden Pitted Ware Ajvide, Gotland, Sweden 4800 - 57.17 18.12 
C94 Sweden Stora Förvar, Gotland, Sweden 4000 3680 ± 30 (Beta-440527) 57.29 17.97 
F3781 Siberia historical East Siberian Sea coast, Russia 100 50 ± 4 (OxA-34913) 69.62 164.33 
OL4029 Spain Neolithic Marizulo Cave, Gipuzkoa, Spain 6230 5390 ± 34 (OxA-36895) 43.27 -2.09 
OL4061 Karelia Mesolithic Veretye, Lake Lacha, Russia 10930 9575 ± 50 (OxA-36900) 61.26 38.90 
OL4222 Greece Neolithic Skoteini cave, Tharrounia, Euboea Island, Greece 6544 5743 ± 35 (OxA-36899) 38.51 23.98 
OL4223 Lake Baikal Mesolithic Pad' Kalashnikova, Russia 6900 6075 ± 32 (Ox23911) 52.69 103.68 
SOTN01 Croatia Eneolithic Sotin, Croatia 4900 4220 ± 40 (Beta-307577) 45.30 19.10 
TGEZ06 Israel Persian era Tel Gezer, Israel NA - 31.86 34.92 
THRZ02 Israel Neolithic Tel Hreiz, Israel 7000 - 32.74 35.05 
UZAA01 Israel Islamic era Uza, Israel 875 - 31.59 34.77 








Table S2. Properties of ancient dog genomes sequenced for this study. UDG refers to 
whether or not the DNA was treated with uracil-DNA glycosylase to repair deaminated 
cytosines. Depth refers to the average number of reads covering the autosomal genome. Sex was 
inferred from the read depth on chromosome X relative to the autosomes. 










AL2022 Turkey Skull No 2.6 67.87% 38.0% 3.4% (1.4%-5.4%) A M 
AL2397 Italy Early Bronze Age Mandible No 1.5 28.84% 18.4% 5.5% (3.6%-7.4%) C M 
AL2571 Iran Chalcolithic Cranium No 1.1 50.87% 30.6% 4.7% (0.7%-8.7%) A M 
AL2946 Serbia Neolithic Mandible No 0.2 20.50% 28.3% 10.0% (0.0%-23.1%) D F 
ALPO01 Croatia Eneolithic Petrous No 1.6 18.98% 42.8% 2.7% (1.0%-4.4%) A M 
ASHQ01 Israel Persian era Cochlea No 2.4 32.65% 40.3% 1.5% (0.4%-2.6%) A F 
ASHQ06 Israel Persian era Cochlea No 1.8 24.10% 38.4% 1.3% (0.0%-2.6%) A F 
ASHQ08 Israel Persian era Petrous No 2.2 28.45% 44.2% 0.9% (0.0%-1.9%) A M 
C26 Lake Baikal Mesolithic Rib Yes 0.2 2.56% 18.1% 0.0% (0.0%-0.2%) A M 
C27 Lake Baikal Mesolithic Vertebra fragment Yes 0.3 2.17% 18.6% 0.0% (0.0%-1.7%) C M 
C32 Yakutia historical Skull fragment Yes 7.2 37.88% 1.3% 0.0% (0.0%-0.4%) A F 
C5 Steppe Bronze Age Tooth Yes 0.6 7.00% 24.5% 0.3% (0.1%-0.5%) X M 
C62 Sweden Bronze Age Tooth Yes 0.7 10.51% 24.5% 0.0% (0.0%-3.6%) A F 
C88 Sweden Neolithic Tooth Yes 0.7 6.69% 16.0% (0 informative sites) A M 
C89 Sweden Pitted Ware Tooth Yes 2.2 22.51% 26.8% 0.1% (0.0%-0.2%) C M 
C90 Sweden Pitted Ware Tooth Yes 0.6 7.16% 30.3% 0.1% (0.0%-0.2%) C M 
C94 Sweden Humerus Yes 0.2 1.74% 19.4% (0 informative sites) C M 
F3781 Siberia historical Tooth Yes 0.8 6.62% 5.3% 0.0% (0.0%-0.1%) A M 
OL4029 Spain Neolithic Left femur No 0.1 32.13% 22.6% 0.0% (0.0%-22.1%) C M 
OL4061 Karelia Mesolithic Tooth No 1.8 59.79% 11.6% 2.8% (1.6%-4.0%) A M 
OL4222 Greece Neolithic Mandible No 4.5 49.87% 38.6% (0 informative sites) D M 
OL4223 Lake Baikal Mesolithic Rib No 2.2 54.52% 21.9% 2.0% (1.5%-2.5%) A F 
SOTN01 Croatia Eneolithic Petrous No 11.2 55.44% 36.8% 1.3% (0.8%-1.8%) D M 
TGEZ06 Israel Persian era Petrous No 0.9 10.58% 44.9% 1.0% (0.0%-2.0%) D M 
THRZ02 Israel Neolithic Petrous Yes 0.1 1.44% 51.9% 0.0% (0.0%-12.8%) A F 
UZAA01 Israel Islamic era Petrous No 5.8 55.73% 33.6% 0.0% (0.0%-1.5%) A M 






Table S3. Previously published ancient dog genomes used in analyses. Columns marked with 
an asterisk (*) denote properties that were calculated or inferred in the present study, in the same 
way as in table S2, rather than obtained from the original studies. 
Sample ID Sample description Location Publication Date BP Depth* 
mtDNA 
haplogroup* Sex* 
Newgrange Ireland Neolithic Newgrange, Ireland Frantz et al. 4800 30.7 C M 
HXH Germany Neolithic Herxheim, Germany Botigué et al. 7000 9.4 C M 
CTC Germany Corded Ware Cherry Tree Cave Botigué et al. 4700 9.2 C M 
AL3194 American Port au Choix Port au Choix, Newfoundland, Canada Leathlobhair et al. 4000 1.9 A M 




Table S4. Human pairs. The pairings made between ancient dog genomes and published 
ancient human genomes matched as closely as possible in terms of space, time and cultural 
context. A few pairs involving modern populations were also used. 
Joint label Dog sample Human sample 
Baikal Mesolithic Baikal 7000BP Baikal Early Neolithic 6500BP (120) 
Levant Neolithic Levant Neolithic 7000BP Levant Neolithic 8800BP (41) 
Levant Bronze Age Levant 2300BP Caaninite Bronze Age 3700BP (121) 
America America 4000BP Southwestern Ontario 4200BP (122) 
Karelia Mesolithic Karelia Mesolithic 10900BP Karelia Mesolithic 7200BP (123) 
Iran Chalcolithic Iran Chalcolithic 5800BP Iran Seh Gabi Chalcolithic 5500BP (41) 
Srubnaya Bronze 
Age Samara Bronze Age 3800BP Srubnaya Bronze Age 3850-3200 BP (123) 
Germany Neolithic Germany Early Neolithic 7000BP Stuttgart Neolithic 7000BP (43) 
Germany Corded 
Ware Germany Corded Ware 4700BP Germany Corded Ware 4000 BP (46) 
Sweden Neolithic Sweden Neolithic 5000BP Gökhem Neolithic 4900BP (54) 
Sweden Pitted Ware 
Culture Sweden Pitted Ware Culture 4800BP Ajvide Pitted Ware Culture 4750BP (54) 
Spain Neolithic Spain Neolithic 6200BP La Mina Neolithic 5700BP (123) 
Croatia Eneolithic Croatia Eneolithic 4900BP Starcevo Eneolithic 5400 BP (124) 
Greece Neolithic Greece Neolithic 6500BP Paliambela 6400 BP and Kleitos 6100BP (125) 
Ireland Neolithic Ireland Neolithic 4800BP Ballynahatty Neolithic 5200BP (44) 
Serbia Neolithic Serbia Neolithic 6800BP Serbia Neolithic 6400-7400BP (124) 
Italy Bronze Age Italy Bronze Age 4000BP Northern Italy Bell Beaker 4000BP (126) 
Asia-Pacific Modern NewGuineaSingingDog Ami (127) 
Vietnam Modern VietnamVillage Kinh in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam (127) 
China South Modern ChinaVillage (Yunnan) Chinese Dai in Xishuangbanna, China (127) 
Europe West Modern GermanShepherdDog French (127) 
Levant Modern LebanonVillage Palestinian (127) 
India Modern IndianVillage Kapu (127) 
Siberia East Modern SiberianHusky Chukchi (127) 













Table S5. f-statistics testing for affinities between dog populations and other canids. Hand-
picked f-statistics testing for affinities between particular dog populations and other canids. 
Statistic Value Z-score 
Affinity between African Golden Wolves and African Dogs: 
f4(CoyoteCalifornia,AfricanGoldenWolfAlgeria;Basenji,NewGuineaSinging
Dog) -0.0006 -8.175 
f4(CoyoteCalifornia,AfricanGoldenWolfEgypt;Basenji,NewGuineaSingingD
og) -0.0022 -20.321 
f4(CoyoteCalifornia,AfricanGoldenWolfEthiopia;Basenji,NewGuineaSingin
gDog) -0.0008 -7.764 
f4(CoyoteCalifornia,AfricanGoldenWolfMorocco;Basenji,NewGuineaSingi
ngDog) -0.0006 -8.126 
f4(CoyoteCalifornia,AfricanGoldenWolfSenegal;Basenji,NewGuineaSingin
gDog) -0.0005 -7.407 
f3(Basenji,X;NigeriaVillage),X = [Golden Jackal, Dhole, North American 
Wolves, Coyotes, Ethiopian Wolf, African Golden Wolf] < -0.015 < -9 
f3(X,AfricanGoldenWolfAlgeria;AfricanGoldenWolfMorocco), X = 
Worldwide dogs 
< -
0.0075 < -3 
 




f4(CoyoteCalifornia,Wolf42Tibet;TibetanTerrier,ChinaVillageDiqing) 0.000168 3.144 
f4(CoyoteCalifornia,Wolf42Tibet;ShihTzu,ChinaVillageDiqing) 0.000023 0.324 
 


















Table S6. Modern dog populations displaying evidence of admixture in the form of 
negative f3-statistics. Modern dogs were tested as targets with all possible combinations of all 
ancient dogs and a globally representative selection of 15 modern dog populations as sources. 
All targets with at least one significantly (Z < -3) negative statistic are included, and for each of 
these, the three combinations of sources producing the smallest f3 values are displayed. 
Target Source1 Source2 f3 Z 
AustraliaVillage Dingo GermanShepherdDog -0.08529 -11.212 
AustraliaVillage NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.082696 -11.636 
AustraliaVillage Dingo PortugueseWaterDog -0.077833 -10.414 
CarolinaDog NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.063129 -21.139 
CarolinaDog NewGuineaSingingDog EnglishCockerSpaniel -0.061362 -20.941 
CarolinaDog NewGuineaSingingDog PortugueseWaterDog -0.060886 -21.204 
ChinaVillageHebei Sweden_Neolithic.C88 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.027449 -8.456 
ChinaVillageHebei NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.027304 -7.975 
ChinaVillageHebei Turkey.AL2022 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.026413 -7.946 
ChinaVillageLiaoning NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.037463 -14.516 
ChinaVillageLiaoning Sweden_Neolithic.C88 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.032687 -11.619 
ChinaVillageLiaoning NewGuineaSingingDog EnglishCockerSpaniel -0.030601 -12.471 
ChinaVillageLijiang NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.040672 -36.016 
ChinaVillageLijiang Sweden_Neolithic.C88 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.035942 -30.126 
ChinaVillageLijiang NewGuineaSingingDog Dalmatian -0.034538 -28.137 
ChinaVillageShanxi NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.057129 -41.713 
ChinaVillageShanxi Dingo GermanShepherdDog -0.050047 -29.072 
ChinaVillageShanxi GermanShepherdDog ChinaVillageGuizhou -0.045035 -34.279 
ChinaVillage NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.041189 -33.264 
ChinaVillage Sweden_Neolithic.C88 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.039581 -30.338 
ChinaVillage Turkey.AL2022 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.03693 -27.906 
ChinaVillageYingjiang NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.049556 -39.52 
ChinaVillageYingjiang Sweden_Neolithic.C88 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.045691 -38.101 
ChinaVillageYingjiang Turkey.AL2022 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.045213 -36.516 
ChinaVillageYunnan Turkey.AL2022 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.033005 -17.607 
ChinaVillageYunnan Sweden_Neolithic.C88 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.032295 -17.018 
ChinaVillageYunnan Samara_BronzeAge.C5 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.032075 -16.092 
Jindo NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.0219 -4.378 
Jindo NewGuineaSingingDog EnglishCockerSpaniel -0.020675 -4.131 
Jindo Sweden_Neolithic.C88 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.02014 -3.982 
LebanonVillage Israel_Neolithic.THRZ02 GermanShepherdDog -0.021238 -8.824 
LebanonVillage Iran_Chalcolithic.AL2571 GermanShepherdDog -0.018645 -9.252 
LebanonVillage Ashkelon_pool GermanShepherdDog -0.013212 -6.99 
NamibiaVillage Germany_Neolithic.HXH Basenji -0.033793 -14.771 
NamibiaVillage Sweden_Neolithic.C88 Basenji -0.031593 -14.265 
NamibiaVillage Germany_Neolithic.HXH Basenji -0.031512 -12.841 
NigeriaVillage Sweden_Neolithic.C88 Basenji -0.03069 -15.84 
NigeriaVillage SwedenPWC_pool Basenji -0.029342 -14.672 
NigeriaVillage Ireland_Neolithic.Newgrange Basenji -0.028738 -14.029 
PapuaNewGuineaVillage NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.061108 -23.566 
PapuaNewGuineaVillage NewGuineaSingingDog EnglishCockerSpaniel -0.057408 -22.523 
 
42 
PapuaNewGuineaVillage NewGuineaSingingDog Dalmatian -0.05604 -21.105 
TaiwainVillage NewGuineaSingingDog GermanShepherdDog -0.066158 -28.074 
TaiwainVillage NewGuineaSingingDog Dalmatian -0.060695 -26.85 
TaiwainVillage Sweden_Neolithic.C88 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.060664 -27.926 
TibetanMastiff Turkey.AL2022 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.004472 -3.212 
TibetanMastiff Iran_Chalcolithic.AL2571 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.004222 -2.613 
TibetanMastiff Sweden_Neolithic.C88 NewGuineaSingingDog -0.003051 -2.079 
Xoloitzcuintli Dingo GermanShepherdDog -0.013908 -6.326 
Xoloitzcuintli GermanShepherdDog ChinaVillageGuizhou -0.009384 -4.852 









Data S1. qpAm results (additional Excel file). Sheet 1: For each target, the top five models 
obtained with the “comprehensive” set of possible sources and outgroups, and the top five 
models obtained with the “core” set of possible sources and outgroups, are displayed. Models are 
ranked by their p-values, but prioritizing models with fewer sources. Sheet 2: Results for the 
targeted analysis aiming to understand the sources of ancestry for Bronze Age and later dogs in 
Europe.  
 
 
